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INSIDE

FUTURE
UCF's award-winning student newspaper
Vol. 16 No. 15

DA ticket system for electing SG of·
ficials is proposed, see pag.e 3.
DA look at last year's fads and trends,
see page 11.
D Students may have to pay an
athletic fee, see page 23.

January 13, 1984

Former presidents to _review SG
by Cindi Milam
Future news

A committee of seven
former UCF student body
presidents has been organized
to review UCF's Student
Government, says LeVester
Tubbs, vice president of student affairs. He said the Blue
Ribbon Committee will make
recommendations to his of·
fice to improve Student
Government.
Tubbs said the committee
was created because of inter·

nal problems between the executive and legislative branches of Student Government.
Tubbs and student .b ody
President Mark Geary indicated that the two branches
have disagreed on various
pieces of legislation this year,
as well as the duties of each
branch. "Attitude and personality play the major role in
the problems we have this
year," Tubbs said. Geary said
there is clearly a need to do
something about the recurring problems.

The committee, comprised
of Rick Walsh, Armando
Payas, Mark Omara, Lee Con·
stantine, Gary Andersen,
Walter Komanski and Jim
Stringer, will make recom·
mendations to Tubbs, who
will then turn them over to .
the student senate. Student
Government will not be required to accept the recommendations, Tubbs said, but
he -said the suggestions may
be beneficial.
Student body Vice President Stan Halbert said he saw

nothing wrong with the committee looking into SG but
that the committee's "sug·
gestions are suggestion~.'' He
said, " Changes should be
made by elected representatives."
Tubbs said the-Blue Ribbon
Committee. was just beginning its review and has not yet
decided when the investigation will be. concluded. He
said the committee plans to
meet with UCF President
Dr. LeVester Tubbs
Review, page 4

Enrollment

Fufure wins

could drop

ACP award
fourth time

this term
by Angela Barham
Future news

Registration for the spring
semester came and went with
the ususal furor, leaving ap·
proximately 80 canceled
courses in its wake, according
t o Fran White of academic af·
fairs.
This figure reflects roughly
20 more cancellations than
the number of courses cut for
the fall semester. But the
larger number of cancelled
classes was not as bad as it
could have been.
nm Barto/Future
Under a new Florida fun- Students inch their way through add-drop hoping to get their classes.
ding law, an enrollment quota
is set by the state for each some of the state-allocated was projected at $300,000 John Bolte, associate vice
unversity. But if actual funds have to be returned by after the fall enrollment president for academic afenrollment is more than five the university.
figures failed to meet state
percent below that figure,
This revenue loss for UCF standards. According to Dr.
Enrollment, page 4

For the fourth consecutive
semester, the Future has been
awarded the honor rating of
''All American'' by the
Associated Collegiate Press.
The award was given for
issues produced during the
spring semest er of 1983.
Future Managing Editor
Roger Simmons said he was
pleased with the award and
stated that the evaluation of
the newspaper conducted by
the press association would
be helpful in improving the
paper.
Simmons said that in the
evaluation, judges cited · the
Future for having excellent
news, sports, depth and
feature stories. He said that
the judges also stated that
Award, page 5

Students may pay more for health center fee next year
surgery and post injury care,
are available at reduced rates.
The Health Center can, acNothing is more certain cording to its director, Dr. E.
than death, taxes and for W. ·Stoner, "treat anything
UCF students, the $18 health you see in the real world."
The students are getting a
fee they pay every semester.
The fee could be going up "good deal" for · their $18,
next year due to the rising Stoner says. However, next
~osts of medical supplies and year, Stoner adds, they will
higher wages at the Student possibly be paying a good
Health Center.
deal more.
"We are getting a fixed inThe center, located on Libra
Drive on the northeast side of come from that fixed fee,"
the campus, is staffed by Stoner said. And since the
three doctors, six nurses and center is financed almost enother administrators who are tirely by the student health
concerned with, according .to fee, it will have to go up to
the brochure in the center's meet climbing costs.
lobby, "your physical and
''The Health Center doesn't
mental he.... ~ th."
get a cent from the state. The
The Health Center boasts state funds us zero,'' Stoner
some of the same hi-tech said. ''We get our primary
equipment as hospitals do: a funding, 99 percent of it, from
$68,000 X-ray machine, a the special health fee. "
complete pharmacy and
Stoner says the ·center's
quarintine rooms with color doctors, nurses and staff
members are underpaid comTV.
An array of services, in- pared with their counterparts
cluding immunizations, minor who work in otper Central
by Rick Brunson

News Editor

Florida hospitals. Stoner said
starting pay for nurses in
other health care institutions
in Florida now is $10 to $15
an hour. Nurses at the Health
Center start at $6.84 an hour.
"They can go to a hospital
and get more than this. They
can go to any hospital and top
that,". Stoner said.
The jump in the health fee
will also pay for the services
of another doctor, which
Stoner says the center needs
to handle the ever-increasing
caseload.
The Health Center treated
20, 777 people last ye.ar. Many
of them waited in long lines to
see a doctor. Another doctor
is needed, Stoner says, to
alleviate this problem.
"You can't do medicine two
on two. You have to do it one
on one.'' Stoner said.
Stoner says a shortage of
staff help has forced the
Health Center to close on
weekends. It is hard for him
to find help because of the 7

a.m. to 7 p.m. shifts and the
low starting pay.
The increase in the health
fee is not unique to UCF. Our
northern cousin, the University of Florida, has increased
its health fee $10-from $27
to $37.
But UF may be getting
more health care for their
money. Stoner says they have

seven full-time doctors, seven
full-time nurses and a full
staff. Plus, they have a vice
president for health affairs.
"We don't have such an ap·
ple," Stoner said.
In spite of these labor and
financial worries, health services at UCF will be expanFee, page 4
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Friday's Briefing
News beat
BSU? students gather to honor King
UCF's Black Student Union and the Dr. Martin Luther King
Jr. program planning committee is sponsoring the fourth annual Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. birthday celebration today
and Saturday. All classes from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. today will be
cancelled in honor of King's birthday. A program at noon today in the SCA will feature Carolyn Fennell, director of community relations for the Greater Orlando Aviation Authority,
as guest speaker. Federal Judge · Alcee Hastings will be the
keynote speaker at a memorial luncheon at noon Saturday at
the House of Beef, 801 John Young Parkway, Orlando. For
details .contact the Office of Minority Student Affairs at
275-2716.

Voters registration deadline coming
The deadline for registering to vote in the March 13 Florida
presidential primary is February 11, according to Betty
Carter, supervisor of elections. Residents may register at local
banks, savings and loan offices, city halls and adult education
centers. For details call 420-3451.

· Seacrist gives out phone numbers
Anyone in need of police assistance at UCF should call the
following numbers, according to University Police director,
Ronald Seacrist: 275-2421 (for emergencies only), 275-2422
"(for all business and non-emergency calls), and 275-2424 (for
student escort service between 7 p.m. and midnight).

Students repeat a ritual that occurs every semester-waiting in line for textbooks at the
Bookstore.

European tour planned for spring

Peoele in the news

Pam Glmson/Future

The waiting game

The UCF Department of Management is sponsoring a EuroEighteen high school
pean business seminar May 26, 1984. The four-week tour will graduates have been awarded
include stops in London, Amsterdam, Stuttgart and Paris and President's Scholarships. The
will cover the aspects of Europe's economic, social, and $4,000, four-year scholarships
political environments. Information about the seminar may be · are awarded to students comobtained by calling Dr. Martha Hollis at 275-2376.
ing to UCF who have at least
a 3.5 high school grade point
average and participation in
extra-curricular
activities.
The UCF Real Estate Institute is offering a prepatory
The
students
are:Lyle
S.
course for prospective contractors. Classes will meet at UCF
Bloom,
Dennis
P.
Duffy,
Carl
Jan. 20-22 and Feb. 3-5, from 6 to 9 p.m. Fridays and 9 a.m. to
5 p.m. Saturdays and Sundays. Cost for the course is $27 5 ex- A. Fischer, Kelli Ann
cluding books. For more .details about other courses offered in Hartley, J. Mark Jenkins,
Douglas G. Meyer, Huong T.
January call 275-2126.
Nguyen, Cynthia J. Pontius,

Real estate institute offers courses

Frank A. St. John, Laura Bernosky, Susan M. Florer.
Erle.ne H. HanL Kim
Whitlock, Salvatore Miranda,
Sylvana Vester, William C.
Quilliam, David Sherrell and
David R. Van Brackle.

radio/TV. LaBar was former
sports information director
for five years before becoming
the department's information ·
specialist.

Be Club at Arizona State
University. The club, which
asked successful businesspeople to speak on campus folded
due to lack of funds and. interest in its programs.

Christian Legal Society at
Northern Illinois University
is under question. The Student Bar Association,
allocated $360 of student fee
money to the group but the
law school dean says that
may be unconstitutional .

•••

People in the news is a column devoted to the recogniThe athletic department tion of awards and
has a new sports information achievements by UCF's
director. Neil LaBar, who has students, staff .and faculty.
been with the department Contributions should be
seven years, replaced Vince typed, double-spaced on a
Cotroneo, who is moving on 60-space line and submitted
to pursue a career in one week before publication.

•••

State writing competition underway
The 1984 Florida State Writing Competition, open to all
writers, is being sponsored by the Florida Freelance Writers
Association. Three categories will be judged: short stories, articles and poetry. Deadline for entries is March 15. For complete guidelines, send a self-addressed stamped number 10
envelope to- FFWA Writing Competition, P.O. Box 9844, Fo,rt
Lauderdale, Fla., 33310.

Community college day coming up
. The Gamma of Florida members of t}.ie Phi Theta Kappa
Alumni Association will sponsor Community College Day on
Feb. 4. The program is for students who are transferring to
UCF from community colleges and need assistance in adjusting to a new institution. For details call Matt Aloi at
275-4310.

Band directors to meet in Orlando
Band directors from across the country wiil convene in
Orlando Jan. 26-28 for the College Band Directors National
Association and the National Band Asssociation conference.
The conference will feature the premiere of a work commissioned by UCF through the Florida Arts Council. Composer Karel
Husa: will conduct his "Concerto for Piano and Wind Ensemble," with. UCF pianist Gary Wolf and the UCF wind emsemble at 8 p.m. Jan 27 in the Hilton Inn Florida Center's Banyan
Room. For details contact UCF Band Director Jerry Gardner
at 275-2867.
,

College blocks plan for
student-run bookstore-An
alternative bookstore failed
to get Dartmouth College approval. A student group, the
Dartmouth Entrepeneurs,
says it will proceed with its
plan to form a student-run
bookstore. Without college
approval, .however, the group
cannot use the school name.

•••

Women blot out magazinesWomen dumped bfack ink on
Playboy and Penthouse
magazines to protest their
presence at the University of
Minnesota bookstore. The second ink-spill in two weeks
ruined about 100 magazines,
The Young Jewish Professional Singles group of the Jewish but did not weaken the store
Community Center will have a Super Bowl party for singles 25 manager's resolve to continue
to 40-years-old at 3:30 p.m. Jan. 22. For more information offering the magazines.
about the group and to R.S.V.P. call 299-1663 or 862-6521.

JCC plans singles Super Bowl party

Up With People auditions taken
Representatives from the Up With People program will be
interviewing interested applicants from 9 a.m. to noon Saturday at Rollins College field house. Insturmentalists will be
auditioned after the show tomorrow night at 8 p.m. at the Tupperware Auditorium.

•••

•••
Student
government
throws big party for itseHThe University of Southern
California's student government is under fire for throwing a $10,000 awards banquet
last spring. A student
newspaper editorial objected
to the "senators-only" banquet at a swanky hotel. The
past president of the student
government called the event
"noble rewards" for an
organization with noble goals.

•••
Funding for student group
denied-A student Hispanic
group at the University of
Arizona was denied .funding
by the student government
for being too political. "Movimiento Estudiantil Chicano
de Aztlan" claims its beliefs
do not violate the student
government's policy against
funding political groups.

Club
for
potential
millionaires goes broke-Flying in the face of common
perceptions of today's stu- .
dent a's materialistic was the
Dean questions group's
death of the Millionaires-To- funding-Funding for the

•••

State contracts with universities to test for EDB-The
Department of Environmental Regulation has contracted
with laboratories at the
University of Florida, Florida
State University, University
of South Florida and the
University of Miami to help
test 5,000 to 10,000 water
wells for the presence of
ethylene dibromide (EDB).
.The contracts are part of an
Interagency Task Force
report recently given to Gov.
Bob Graham. The limited
number of independent
laboratories has hindered
testing, according to the
report. Retaining the universities' labs will speed up the
process of detecting EDB,
which has caused cancer in
laboratory animals.

I
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Senate notebook

Senate to tackle
drinking age and
Proposition I
by Elizabeth Perkins
Future news

The Sixteenth Student
Senate of UCF began the spring semester with the start of
its 11th session Tuesday.
The senate will be focusing
on bills in the Florida
legislature this semester that
could greatly affect UCF
students such as Proposition
1 aLd the proposal to raise the
drinking age to 21.
One of the mostdifficultinternal issues the senate will
have to deal with is a bill to
change the election statutes.
Bill 16-34, if passed, will require the student body
presidential and vice
presidential candidates to run
on the same ticket. Much
debate is exp~cted bef<?re a
final vote on the bill.
The senate ·also approved a
$20,000 loan for the short
term loan fund.

/
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•

Our senate is the first
within the state university
system to actively oppose
Proposition 1. Several
senators and student body
President Mark Geary have
already begun lobbying
against the proposed amendment. Geary was in
Tallahassee a week ago lobbying against it. Sen. Stuart
James has called for a petition drive saying that ~·we
have to unify with other state
universities on this important
issue.''
Proposition 1 is scheduled
for the November ballot and,
if passed, would force local
and state governments to
return to 1980 revenue levels.
UCF Police Chief Ronald
Seacrist addressed the senate
Tuesday on a state resolution
concerning parking fines that
is now in the hands of the administration.

Bill calls for candidates
to run on ticket system
ding to Sowinski, this would
save _each candidate over
Future news
$100. The benefit of this, says
Student Sen. John Sowin· the senator, is that it "makes
ski introduced a bill Tuesday money less of a determining
that would require candidates factor for students runnin~
for the offices of student body for the positions.''
Student body President
president and vice president
to run together on a ticket Mark Geary said this is a
rather than independently as "bill that could help solve one
under the present system.
of the long standing problems
Sowinski wrote the bill fo Student Government."
because he said "if you have Geary said the legislation
two people who have ·similar would aid in the communicapolitical philosophies, who .. tion between the legislative
have proven by a successful and executive branches.
Several senators have
campaign and election that
they are capable of working stated that they would like to
together as a team, this is the leave · the decision to have
kind of thing that will unite tickets up to the students. If
Student Government.''
a referendum vote is called
Sowinski maintains that · for, allowing UC students to
the ticket system would ~lso choose the system candidates
save each candidate money for office will run under, it
during the campaign. Under would be held at the same
the present system, each can- time as the presidential and
didate for president or vice vice presidential elections. If
president is permitted to a ticket system is approved in
spend three cents for each a referendum, it would not
student enrolled at UCF. If take effect until the 1985 elec·
the candidates were required tions.
to run on a ticket as a team,
they would be allowed to
Vice President of Student
spend four and a half cents Affairs, Dr. LeVester Tubbs,
per student together. Accor- who oversees SG for the adby Cindi Milam

ranks third in international
trade .
A special booklet on our
American Economic System
can help you improve your

True False

D D

(1.) Less than four per

cent of the U.S. labor force are
e1gricultural workers.

D D

Page :I

(2.) Today, the U.S.

E.Q.
For your free copy, write
"Economics'.' Pueblo , Colorado
8100~
ANSWERS: (lSJ!.:0.:l'C'. .L l

ministration, said "I think
it's a very good idea." Tubbs
did not agree with the possible referendum vote however,
because "a referendum is for a
constitutional aminenchmiµt
not election statutes.
Sowinski said that he has
spoken with many students
and that they overwhelming·
ly support the bill. Sowinski
said he is willing to allow a
referendum vote to be taken if
the senate agrees. "My move
is to unite Student Government. I do not want to 'tear
the senate up on this issue."
Senate Pro Tempore Cindy
Spraker is in support of a
referendum vote by the
students. Spraker said, "I
think that something this important that will affect Student
Government
so
drastically should be put to
the students for a vote."
The Elections and Appoint·
ments Committee will make
recommendations to the
senate concerning the bill
when it is brought up before
the senate on Tuesday.

The American
Economic System.
We should all learn more ab<XA il.
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Here's your opportunity to become_ one
of over 300 young professionals who perform at Opryland, the only theme park
anywhere dedicated to the performance
and enjoyment of American music.
We're looking for dynamic entertainers
with stage presence, professional experience, and that extra sparkle that tells us
you' re nne of the best.
We'll be auditioning singers, dancers,
musicians, and conductors. We're also accepting resumes for teclmical positions
and stage managers. Check below for
specific information. No appointment is
necessary, and piano accompanist will be
provided.Goodluck!

ELECTRQNIC/COMPllTER ENGINEERS

~

~

YOU SPENT LONG HOURS STUDYING TO GET
YOUR DEGREE, BUT NOW,YOU'RE PUZZLED
ABOUT WHERE YOU CAN GO TO BEST
USE THOSE SK~lLS

~
~
~

~

l

~
~

WARNER ROBINS AIR LOGISTIC CENTER
oHW.s a clvll service career as an engineer with a chance to
work with state-of-the-art technology to support the most
advanced defense weapons systems In the world.
Warner Robins ALC will hire approx. 80 electronic/computer
engineers. For more Info. call toll free
1-800-841-9 .1 93 or 1-800-342-0570 (In Georgie)
or write to: DPCSC-Employment office, Robins A.F.B.,Georgla 31098

..

~
~l~~~~~~~i ~-------------------------------------------------------------.
ROBINS A.F.B., GEORGIA 31098

U.S CITIZENSHIP AEOUlfiEO - AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
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Freeze kills plants,
damages water lines
by Rick Brunson

"It's goint to look ratty
right not because we don't
want to cut everything back
The campus of UCF was in case we have another hard
not spared by the record- freeze," Chandler said. "We'll
breaking-freeze · that hit the have to cut back pretty hard
state over the holidays . this spring."
Plants were damaged and . · The plants that have died
some pipes busted, according have created somewhat of a
to Ron Chandler, grounds stir, Chandler said. Around
supervisor, and Jim Clark, the police station and Bioiogy
superintendent
of Building some people have
maintenance.
wondered if manure was be-..
It is too early to estimate ing spread in the area. "The
the extent of damage to the · foliage that had died is star- Campus plants show the effect
plants because, according to ting to rot and it gives you
Chandler, the grounds crew that smell," Chandler said.
about $135 to repair. An air
has to wait until the spring to
handling unit in the
see which plants bud and
There was minot damage to Chemi•stry Building was
which ones do not. However, pipes at - the Library, damaged by the freezing air.
almost all the azaleas were Chemistry Building and the
Like other people in Central
lost.
Athletic Complex costing Florida, Clark said he was
News editor

surprised by the freeze.
"This very un-Florida like
weather took us by surprise.
We've just never had
anything like this before. It
snuck up on us like it did

Chandler halts drive to recall Geary
by Cindi Milam
Future news

Former student body president George Chandler has
halted a recall drive to remove
student body President Mark
Geary from office.
Chandler had organized a
committee of about 20
students for the recall at-

tempt. The group needed snly
470 additional signatures to
reach the goal of 1,570. If the
required
number
of
signatures would have been
obtained, recall on Geary
would have been put before
the student body.
"The university's reputation is more importGmt, ''
Chandler said Wednesday . .

"Making (the recall) a front recall attempt should be droppage story and the television ped.
can't be helpful to the univerOne other reason for disconsity."
tinuing the recall drive is that
the university audit of stuChandler also said the dent government phones was
earliest possible date for the never completed. ''I am very
vote would be Feb. 15. With irritated that the university
elections for student body audit that was supposed to be
president being held in out has not been put out as
March, Chandler felt the . promised,'' Chandler said.

R e V i 0 W - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - f r o m page 1
Trevor Colbourn, the senate, Gove·r nment' s problems. .but "that episode we went
the executive branch and with Geary said he thinks the com· through in November and
UCF students in an open mittee's opinion will be December definitely made the
forum session.
beneficial because "you can't university look bad." Tubbs
"This is a valuable service beat the value of experience." said that "only good can
to students as well as the
Since Geary's impeachment come out of this" review
community," Tubbs said of trial, Student Government through the committee's
the committee's effort to help has been functioning in an recommendations.
solve some of Student orderly manner, Tubbs said,

IS THIS ANY TIME TO TH·IMK
ABOUT ARMY ROTC?

It's the perfect time.
You 're a freshman, right? And you want
to make college a real learning experience?
Well. ROTC can add a valuable
dimension to your college education. A
dimension of leadership and management training. And that'll make your
degree worth more.
ROTC offers scholarship and
financial opportunities, too.
Plus, the opportunity to graduate ·
with a commission and
begin your future as an
officer.
.
.
For more information, contact your
Professor of Military
Science.

. ::-. ;\I>

~

~ ----

.·- ..

~,

Maj. George Alexander
University of Central Florida
Army ROTC
or Captain Howard Swanson
University of Central Florida
Army ROTC
5- 0

Pam Glmson/Future

of winter freeze.

Fee---from page 1
ding. Construction of a new
health education building will
begm within the next twu
months. The building, which
will be located next to the
Health Center, 1 will house~
dental services, offices and a
conference room.
PROFESSIONAL

those citrus growers,'' Clark
said.

Enrollment-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ from page I
fairs, the actual figure has
proven to be $338,000.
As a 'result, the university
was nqt able to offer the
number of sections for the
spring semsester that it normally would have. The
English department, in par·
ticular, had a large number of
sections cut.
William Chapman, UCF's
registrar, said that otherwise
registration went pretty
much as it usually does. "We
now have a little over 15,000
students · (registered)," he
said. "I don't think enrollment will be as high" for the
spring semester. "We're in
what we call a good economic
period and jobs are plentiful.
As soon as we see a little
recession and jobs become
scarce, enrollment always increases,'' Chapman concluded.
R~SUME

DESIGN

Inter-view ·skdls & marketing tecnniques
Cover letters for professional acceptance
F!rof ic ient typing & w_ord processing services
C.areer assessment testinr.
interpretation
Economical
I prompt & qua ra." eed satisfaction
\ ~

.Ilrlandb1

l9.1lsultants, inc_.1

89 A 7726.

....

·

2111 E. Michigan Ave .,Suite 126 ,Or lando,FL32806
1 Oct. off with current student LD _

LAKEFRONT PIED A TERRE
Usual story: kids grown & gone; Mom & Dad are rat·
fling around In th•lr spacious lakefront home;
retirement time; they hear the "call of the wild."
Unusual property: just outside Orlando, minutes
from Orlando- Executive Airport, near major roads,
provides a secluded retreat from the hassles - a
haven to catch your breath, repair your psyche.
Greens ,trees & rich green grass, privacy fencing,
ever-moving water, ducks, splashing fish, beckoning
boat docks, peace, quiet, solace - minutes but
worlds removed from "everyday."
·
Masonary home - flex Ible layout. Upstairs: Master
BR w/half bath & sundeck.
Or north-lighted
studio/den. Downstairs: 2 br, 2 Bath plus M·l·L apt.
(now rented) plus large, modern, eat-In kitchen so
separate DR can become BR. Closets, nooks, cran·
nles equal no storage problem. Naturally-moderate
temperature plus central heat/air. Oversize LR leads
to comfortable Florida.Room leads to large screened
patio which overlooks lake.
Still more: not only a rentes M·l·L apt., but 3 other
rented 1 BR apts. providing In excess of $13,000 an·
nually. Home rental would appreciably Increase.
Your C.P.A. can advise tax advantages.
Priced at $245,000, a bargain just for a waterfront
estate .(no extra charge for the rentals). · Owner will
carry mortgage for qualified buyer after moderate
down payment. Bob has more Information as (305)
· 788-9l60. Robert L. lies. REALTOR.
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Award-from page 1

Porn Glmson/Fulure

Star of tomorrow? .
Jenna Leigh Huggins, daughter of assistant basketball
coach Bob Huggins, breaks downcourt during halftime at a
UCF basketball game.

FUTURE--Youa

A~eem
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UCF

NEWS

they were impressed with
the "News beat" section of
the paper on page 2. Simmons
said at the time of judging,
News beat was given only a
half page. Since then it has
been expanded to a full page
which also includes a "people
in the news'' section and capsules of news from other
universities across the state
and nation.
"The results of this ev~ua
tion surprised us in some
respects," Simmons said.
''We were 580 points above
the mark set for being
classifl.ed as All American.''
"The next evaluation is the
one we're really looking forward to," he added, "because
the newspaper has undergone
major changes in layout and
content since the present
evaluation was done. It will
be interesting to discover
what the judges' reactions
are."
Simmons also announced
the newspaper has designated
former features editor Vivian
Katz to become the South
Orlando Campus bureau
chief.
Katz will report on news
and events at the area campus on a regular basis, the
managing edit.or said.
"Katz's stories will help fill in
the holes in Otrr coverage of
UCF students--we have a
tendency to ignor the
students at the area campuses.''

S & H Foundation
and UCF p res e n ts ·

''The News
Media·and
Central
America''
lecture by
Joanne om.a ng
Central American reporter for
The Washington Post

Music Rehearsal Hall

8:00 p.m.
Wednes·d ay,
January1a

Hairstyling
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Some schools trying the computer business
(CPS)--Faced with having to
spend millions of dollars to
wire their campuses, some
schools in recent weeks have
gotten into the discount computer business to help equip
their stud~nts with personal
computers and to ease the
overcrowding on schoolowned machines.
Last month, for example,
Michigan State began offering its students 20-to-40 percent dicounts on Apple, Columbia, Digital Equipment
(DEC), IBM, Wang and
Zenith computers.
Iowa State, Notre Dame,
Colorado, Ob~rlin, and Stanford, to name a few, have
either just begun or are about
to begin similar discount programs.
For many schools, the pro·
grams are a cheaper way to
get their students to buy their
own machines and avoid the
uncomfortable task of recommending specific brands of
computers to students.
Discounting is especially ·

attractive for public 'schools, estimate about 700 students members so they can keep up to colleges "because it's good
which generally have less will buy machines from them with the new freshmen who advertising and a good investsays
MSU ' s
money to spend on carilpus- this year. Students can visit had to buy computers when ment,"
Greenberg.
wide computer projects and . the school's computer store, they entered school this fall.
''A big part of the bill is inClarkson already has sold
where the overcrowding on try different equipment, and
existing equipment is often have it delivered anywhere on about 300 Zenith Z-100 per- deed being absorbed by the
the worst.
sonal computers to up- vendors," agrees Kim Wiley
campus.
University of New HampBut "everybody must buy perclassmen at a special of the EDUCOM Computer
shire students typically wait the microcomputer and $1700 discount price. Literacy Project.
''Education is an enormous
two-to-three hours to get to keyboard with each other, Freshamen paid $100 less for
one of the ~ampus computers. and you can· only make one the systems, which sell off market the computer
manufacturers are just beginNebraska just had to commit purchase a year noted Lewis campus for $3600.
$1 million to upgrading its Greenberg, director of the
·And at Stevens, about 100 ning to grasp," she says.
system, despite drastic MSU User Information upperclassmen have purchas- "Many places see it as a way
budget cuts over the last Center.
ed the $4400 DEC Profes- to build a market and inyear.
Those limitations should sional 325s freshmen bought troduce students to their
Even at private, wealthy stop students from buying as they enrolled in Sept- equipment. The vendors know
Yale, other approaches to computers at cheap prices member. However, they paid that when (the students) get
solving a chronic computer anc;l re-selling them at a mark~ $500 more than the $i800 out into the world they"ll
recommend that kind of hardaccess problem have failed. up, he says, as well as keeping freshmen spent.
Faculty members at ware to use for their
Students rarely used a new . the computer store from
"low priority" computer ac· becoming a "Seven-Eleven" Stevens -appear to · get the business.''
But while colleges and
count because it was "ex- for software.
best deal, however. For only
tremely difficult to get on,
Even so, students and $1500 paid over a four-year students may benefit from
there was not enough faculty can save from $200 to perioq, instructors can get a such marketing ploys right
memory, and there was no $500 by making their major $10,000 DEC Professional now, Wiley is still concerned
way to get at printout,'' says computer purchases through 350 system through the over such close ties between
a Yale council report.
the campus store.
school's special discount pro· academia and the computer
industry.
Clarkson and Stevens are gram.
Such failures have led to
new discounting experiments. offering special discounts to
"I'm kind of wondering if in
Computer makers are makMichig~n State officials
upperclassmen and . faculty ing such discounts available a few years we'll have IBM institutions and DEC institutions across the country," she
says.

WELCOMECBO~Oc~s
~·i~,·
. ..
ROUGH'

ALL SEMES1E~ 1H . . . ., . :.

NEGLECT
CAN KILL,TOO.

IT JUSf TAKES

A LITTLE LONGER.
Ch ild abuse in most minds is
synonymous wi th batlered children. But the awfu l fact is that
thousands or parents me abusing their children by leaving
them alone. 1t's called neglec t.
and it ca n mean a lack of love
as well a· a lack of food, clothing and shelter. And ju ·t as in
the other forms of child abusephysical , sexual and emotional
- it can and often does result
in death. Each year one mill ion
children feel the pain of child
abu se needlessly. Needlessly
because it can be prevented if
you help.

Abused children are
helpless.
Unless you help.
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Write: National Co mmittee for
Prevenlion of Child Abuse.
Box 2866. Chicago. Ill. 60690
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AT&T's split could boost campus phone bills
by Lisa Schenck
Special to to the Future

BLOOMINGTON, IND.
(CPS)-"The cost of living in
the residence halls will rise,''
predicts Allan Slagel, a junior
at Indiana University.
"Billing will be horrible,"
adds
freshman
Mark
Kurowski.
They are probably right, for
as students return to campuses nationwide this month,
they will be facing the brave
new world of telephone service brought on by the
breakup of AT&T. Kurowski,
' a business major who actually
has tried to calculate the impact on student phone bills,
estimates his own dorm bill of
$20 to $50 a month may rise
to $35 to $65.
Some observers think basic
campus phone services may
triple in cost.
In.early December, a group
of higher education associations predicted the higher
phone rates caused by the
breakup could "devastate"
research libraries that use
phone lines to tie into shared
date bases.
The National Association of
State Universities and LandGrant Colleges estimates
some schools may pay up to
$500,000 more a year in
phone bills.
While no one yet knows the
exact impact on students
themselves, Kurowski concludes the breakup will
"make dorm life harder."
· The event, of course, is the
breakup of giant AT&T. As of
Jan. 1, AT&T split up into

eight separate companies: a
massive long-distance phone
and communications company still called AT&T, plus
seven regional companies
that handle local telephone
service and any other kinds of
businesses they can develop.
The breakup means a
number of changes in phone
costs as well as in the way
people get phone service.
In the past, AT&T kept
residential and local phone
rates low by charging artificially high, long-distance
rates. The profits from longdistance calls went to help
pay for local service.
But since the breakup, tne
regional phone companies
have to charge customers
enough to make a profit off
local service, too.
Just what these charges
will be remains to be worked
out by phone companies, local
utility rate boards and Congress.
For the moment, however,
much will depend on the kind
of phone system a campus
· has.
Students who get their own
phones-who are independent
of institutional systems- will
continue to deal with the local
phone company to get a dial
tone and access to local and
long-distance service, explains Joyce Berryman, an
AT&T district manager in
Denver.
Students can buy longdistance service itself from
one of the many companies
now selling it: AT&T, MCI,
Sprint and others.

Students can now get the
hardware-the
actual
telephon~-from any equipment seller, Berryman adds.
Students with their own
phones are subject to the
same residential rates as
everyone
else.
But students who use
phones provided by their
schools may face even higher
rate hikes.
at Indiana, for example,
students historically pay
local call costs as part of their
flat room rental fee, paying
extra only for their longdistance calls.
But now, local rates also depend not 'jusf on the number
of lines or phones, but on how
often a student uses them,
even for local calls.
"Undoubtedly," says Tom
Meglemre, Indiana's communications director, "the
student would have to make
up the cost difference. The
university wouldn't be able to
absorb higher local call
costs.''
To minimize the problem,
some schools are asking the
government for a special
break.
The group of higher education associations worried
about the "devastating effect'' of the higher phone
costs in early December asked
the Federal Communications
Commission to exempt col- ·
leges from certain new fees
for at least five years.
The coalition ws particularly worried about the new "access fees" to take effect April
3.

Under those fees, business
customers would have to pay
$6 per line per month to get
"access" to local and longdistance networks. Others
would have to pay $2 per line.
The group, in a written plea
for exemption from the fees,
said the access charges would
punish campuses with Centrex systems, which centralize campus lines through
one switchboard. Under the
new FCC rules, each and
every phone line on campus
going into the central switchboard would be subject to
an access charge.
_
The prospect has driven
many campuses to start
changing their phone
systems. The University of
Arizona, for instance, junked
its Centrex system in favor of
a newer, albeit stillcentralized, system.
Arizona students still must
contract for their own phones,
but may get to use a lowercost, campus long-distance
service at a special rate, says
Arizona Telecommunications
Director Joy Robeson.
Other schools have
changed-or are planning to
change-their systems now
because their eq_!iipment is
outdated, not in direct
response to the AT&T
divestiture.
Iowa State, Colorado State
and Stanford are upgrading

their networks, but began doing so before 1981, when
AT&T agreed to the government's attempt to break it up.
"It was a matter of obsolete
equipment," says Dale
Wolaver, Colorado State's
telecommunications
manager.
The University of Chicago
recently installed its own
private IBX system for campus and medical center phone
users, but most dorms remain
hooked into the old Bell
system.
"We don't see this change
impacting students until we
decide to take them into the.
system," says - Patricia
Todus, the campus phone
manager.
The impact on campus-wide
phone bills, however, will be
impressive. Chicago expects
to save "millions" over 10
years, Todus says. Robeson
says Arizona's savings will be
about $2 million over four
years.
Yet, including students
could wipe out the savings in
some places. The State
, University of New York at
Stony Brook's new phone
system would double i11: price
to $7 million if student
phones were included in the
packages, reports Carol
Cooke, who oversees Stony
Brook's system.

PASSCLAST?

Three books written
.
ESPECIALLY
to teach the CLAST competencies.

GETTING READV: FOR THE CLAST, $1 o.95 154 pp.
.
Sample tests and instruction in reading, writing and mathematics
COLLEGE MATH REVIEW, $12.95, 260 pp.
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MATH ANXIETY REDUCTION: A Workbook,
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In your
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Fee necessary to keep
UCF in the ga01e
As UCF moves closer to obtaining Divison I-AA status
in athletics, students will be called upon to share in the
rising costs of the athletic program's expansion, via an
athletic fee. This is only fair, sim;e students will benefit
from the status a visible athletic program brings a
university.
Currently, students pay $1.31 per credit hour in tuition
for athletics. This generated $438,000 for this year,
peanuts compared to the estimated $1.9 million needed
for next year's athletic program. Big-name coaches, football scholarships, larger staffs and traveling run up big
bills, all for the cause of making UCF a household word.
Some students may understandably question how a
better football program will aid them in their college
careers. While it will not make students better thinkers,
it will give more value to their diplomas. Face it, a big
football program helps a university's reputation as much
as a solid academic program. And when graduates are
looking for jobs, it is an asset to have attended a university prospective employers have heard about.
A big-budget, well-developed athletic program is one of
the quickest ways to make a university known. It i_s symbolic of President Colbourn's quest to make UCF a major
university. Hopefully, football will attract the attention
of the state's wealthy donors to UCF, and they will direct
some of their contributions, academic and otherwise, to
us.
The athletic fee setting committee has not made a
recommendation to Dr. Colbo~n as of . this writing.
Although students compose -half of the eight member
committee, other students still have a chance to voice
their opinions as to an appropriate fee. TheFuture invites
readers to use the paper's editoral pages as a forum.
It is hoped that the fee setting committee does take
some time to carefully consider a fair fee by looking at
other sources of revenue and what students can
reasonably afford.
A hasty committee recommendation, before allowing
students to respond to the various proposed rates, would
only serve to alienate the students from the ·athletic program. It would be a shame to spend huge sums of money
on athletics and not have many fans in the stands.
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Allentown incident exposes defense Illyth

It is a story with frightening reprecussions for our
modern age: In Pennsylvania
last week, a telephone repair
crew inadvertently entered
the wrong code and sent a
civil defense alert resounding
across the state. As far as the
machine was c9ncerned, this
natiori was under nuclear attack. A disregard notice was
almost immediately sent out,
but not soon enough to notify
the Civil Defense Authority
in Allentown, Pa.
The cold, crisp noon-tim~
air was shattered with the
scream of air raid sirens, used
for the first time since the
civil defense drills fo the
1960s. One might think that
such an event would occasion
panic throughout the community. One would certainly
believe that such an alert
would at lease disrupt the
downtown shopping day.
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make us feel comfortable
about arms buildups.
President Reagan's 1984
budget calls for · a 17 percent
increase in defense spending
and massive cuts in social
programs including food
stamps and medicare. The administration says the defense
increase is to stay abreast of
the Russians· and the social
cuts are to eliminate waste.
The administration is talking
about preventing people from
buying beer and ·cigarettes
with food stamps while the
defense department spends
$632.65 a piece for 75 cent
screw drivers. Something is
amiss here.
The real reason for the . increase is not a military one.
Nuclear weapons have ceased
to be instruments of war i f
our society, they have become
insturments of economic ·
Griffin, page 9
1

Line leads to reflection on UCF' s changes

·Founded by the students of the
University of Central Florida

All progress is based upon a universal innate desire on
the part of every organism to live beyond its income.

Much to the initial relief,_then
dismay, of the local civil
defense workers, the false
alert did neither. Folks in
Allentown stopped for a moment, listened to the sirens,
shrugged their shoulders and
went about their business
either not knowing what the
siren meant, or not caring.
The event in Pennsylvania
says something about civil
defense. First, that the term
is a misnomer in that there
can be no civil defense against
such an uncivilized circumstance . Running and
hiding in a designated fallout
shelter won't help our
populace survive a 20-minute
war that many scientists contend in not survivable. Civil
defense plans are simply
placeboes for a disease that, it
contracted, would most certainly be fatal. Civil defense is
a public relations move to

norllla goethe

I bet you stood in a line at
least once for this semester.
Undoubtedly you made it to
the granddaddy of them allregistration- to join tliat
sinuous string of humanity
that loosely defines the
perimeter of the Student
Center's courtyard. Perhaps
you made it to one of the more
intimate lines - at the police
station to purchase your
parking decal, at Admissions,
Records or the Bookstore.
I found myself in this last
location last Friday waiting
to pay for five paperbacks on
classical G~eece, proceeding
toward the cashier at a snail's
pace. Waiting in line is con-

Julie D. Norris
Editor in Chief

michael griffin

ducive to reflection and
nostalgia, and I began to
think about other lines and
other times back to 1973.
Florida Technological
University was an infant with
an adult name. I · was a
41-year-old junior. Only a
handful of permanent
buildings graced the campus
but there was a promise · of
more to come. My departmen t,
communicative
disorders, was housed in a
suite on the ground floor of
the Administration Building.
Many of my classes were in
the Classroom Building, not
yet known as Phillips Hall.
The second floor of the library
was home to the Music

Department and I remember
taking Classic Piano in a
room crammed full of biliousgreen plastic pianos.
Getting a book from t~e
library was accompli;:;hed
quickly through use of the
card catalog, the efficient
predecessor to the balky computer now in residence. The
Bookstore was hidden in the
bowels of the library, windowless, and so small that
you had to wait in line to

getin.
Many things have changed
in the ensuing years but ·
waiting in line is not one of
them. At least in today's lines
I can tell the guys from the
girls.

Letters to the editor must Dt>.
delivered to the Future by 5 p.m. on
the Monday before publication. Letters must be typed, double spaced
on a 60-spaced line and s hould not
be more than 250 words in length.
All letters mus t be signed wi t h the
aut hor's phone number to be considered for publication. Under certa in circumstances, writers ' names
will be witheld upon request. All letters ::ire subj ed. tn Prli ting.
Some lelters may be designai:ZJ'
as guest editorials at t he ed itor's
discretion, with the permission of
the writer. All submitted material
becomes· the copyrighted property
of the Fu tu re newspaper.
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From our readers
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Proponents of ticket bill ,
will hurt SG elections
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SG president sorry for , phone bill furor
I would like to take this op- personal calls. My mistake dent senators know what
portunity to address some of stemmed from a less than · issues are really important to
the past and upcoming issues complete awareness of the you.
suncom system and its billing
concerning all of us.
Lastly, let's start this
First and foremost, I would . procedures within the U niver- semester on a positive note,
like to thank all of the people s i ty, never from any and keep it going... There are
who supported me during the deliberate intent to defraud many important issues curunpleasant events of last the students of the money . rently before us that will have
semester. Especially my hear- they entrusted to Student an impact · on you as a stuty thanks and appreciation Government. I can do nothing dent and deserve your attengoes out to those 200 more than ask for your tion. The Florida Student
Association needs your help
students, who in the middle of forgiveness.
For the internal dissension in fighting the proposed inexam week, gave up four
hours of their time to support that has been present in Stu- crease in the drinking age and
me during the impeachment dent Government for the past Proposition 1. They need your
hearings. Their sacrifice is eight months, I would also help to get much-needed funlike to apologize. As presi- ding for our libraries and for
recognized and appreciated.
Second, I would like to for- dent, the responsibility for more paved parking lots. By
mally apologize to you, as a these problems rests on my writing to your state
stud~nt. I have made an error shoulders. Part of the pro- representatives and senators
in judgment in my use of the blem .lies in my own reticence. and by registering in our upcoming voter registration
suncom system. I can assure By working to improve my
you that all calls that could communication with the drive, the needs of both you
remotely be classified as per- senate, I hope to alleviate and your fellow students can
sonal have been paid for, and most of this problem. As a be fulfilled.
Mark Geary
that henceforth the suncom student, you can help in this
Student l3ody President
system will not be used for endeavor by letting your stu-

Pacboy insulting to adult students
EdiLOr:
As a returning UCF student I am accustomed to the
usual barrage of promotional
literature distributed during
the opening weeks of the
semester, but I have some
questions. What is Pacboy?
Is this a new Student Government organization? Whoever
is responsible for the publication of the Janµary-February
calendar for ''all'' the
s tu den ts is obviously
unaware that these are the
80's.
In this age of computers
and
high-tech,
the
perpetrators of this calendar
must have forgotten that its
publication reflects an aspect
of higher education, particularly that of UCF. I find
the format to be derogatory

Griffin
recovery. If Martin Marietta,
Westinghouse, Boeing and
McDonald Douglas employed
people to print medicare cards
instead of building defense
systems, our defense budget
would be a lot smaller. President Reagan is not preparing
to wage war with the Rus-

to any adult student on this
campus. Why would I like to
see something printed just
because ''the administration
won't like this one?" Did the
publishers consider the other
students at UCF? No, I guess
their desire was ior repudiation; that the administration
would catch them and give
them a spanking.
I don't quite understand
who this calendar is for
because of its title, Pacboy. Is
there a Pacgirl? And what is
the relevance of a pictorial of
the girls of the College of
Engineering (except to illustrate the atavistic prejudices still engrained in the
post-pubescent mentalities of
the publishers?) Did· my studen"t activity fee money help
dP:ffay the printing costs? If

Editor:
A small group of student
senators is quietly trying to
rush through legislation
which will deprive every student at UCF of a basic right the right to vote for the candidates of his choice. For 15
years students have been able
to vote for the presidential or
vice-presidential candidate
they feel is most qualified.
Now, if this proposal gets by,
students will find themselves
faced with voting only for
teams of candidates, and t~e
independent stude·n t who
feels he can do eitherjob will
be shut out.
The proposal hopes to avoid
some of the problems experienced by this year's Student Government, but there
is no guarantee that both office holders would continue to
agree just because they promised to do so before the election. If that were true there
would be few divorces, broken
contracts or lawyers. In
choosing the candidates to
run, however, it is more likely
that because of the need to
"balance the ticket" with
compatible people, the best
two candidates would never
be elected.
Since 1969, the built-in
system of . checks and
balances in our constitution
has prevented either the
senate or the president from
open waste of student funds.
The new proposal would
replace those checks with a
president and vice president
pledged to operate as a team
and rubber _stamp each
other's decisions. The vice
president presides over the
- senate and has great influence
over how student funds are

so, I think Pacboy should refund my money and perhaps
offer some logical explanation.
G. W. Rhodes
Electrical engineering student

and start practicing a civil
offense--to care for our society
now, while it is alive and
breathing. The folks in Allentown, a steel town that has
managed to elude economic
With all this in mind, why recovery, will tell you that a
waste money on civil defense? sound civil defense program
We need to give up our hopes might be one that gets them
for surviving nuclear holocaust some jobs.
sians, he is waging war with
unemployment by subsidizing the industries that combine to hire millions of
Americans.

spent; the president approves
senate actions.
Always before, independent
candidates have exerted a
degree of control on each
other to protect student
funds. If this proposal slides
through, how could any independent student or senator
stop this too powerful union
from abusing its power? The
current system works and
should not be thrown away on
a gamble.
What is the need for such
hurry without adequate
research? Why do th~ proponents of this change refuse
·to ~llow tiine for study and
discussion or to get input
from students? Why do they
refuse to submit this proposal
to the student body by
referendum to get the opinions of those most seriously
affected? Why is this group in
so much of a hurry to change
the rules for . the upcoming
spring election? No elected
body should, change the rules
that directly govern its own
actions. Any changes should
apply to the following session
to be fair to all.
I urge all students at UCF
to protest this attempted
manipulation of the election
laws and to insist on having
the right to express an opinion. Let Student Government know how you feel
about being denied the right
to vote for the candidate of
your choice. It is your school.
It is your money. Stand up
and be heard. ·

Sen. Mary MacArthur
Chairman, Services Committee

budgeting begins soon;
students should follow it
Spring semester
has budgeting process. If you
started and so has the Activi- have any questions or desire
ty and Service Fee budgeting information about the comprocess. Each year the Activi- mittee -and the budgeting proty and Service F~e Committee cess please contact me at
allocates approximately $1 275-2191. If I am not available
million of mon.ies paid by the please ask for one of the comstudents of this university to mittee members. The
various clubs and organiza- members of this year's Activitions on this campus. This ty and Service Fee committee
Cindy Spraker, Stan
budget recommendation is are:
Halbert,
Mark Geary, John
then sent to the student
Gill,
Monty
Knox, Rasesh
senate and signed by the stuThakkar,
Mark
Gartska,
dent body president. Th£~
budget goes on to Dr. Trevor Mary McArthur and Susan
Arline.
.
Colbourn for final approval.
One final note: if your club
The budgeting process is
one of the most important or organization is interested
functions of Student Govern- in funding please contact
ment. Activity and Service _myself or Ash Myers at
Fee monies are paid for by the - 275-2191 by Jan. 20.
students and are. budgeted by
the Student Government of
Stuart F. James
UCF. As chairman of the Activity and Service -Fee com- Chairman, Activity and Sermittee I would like to en- vice Fee Committee
courage you to follow the
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by Carl McKnight
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Student rate:

help wanted

Nikkor lens. 135mm f3.5 Al Excellent condition $100. Call Kevin at 282-4885 after
Spm.

Attn Students: Part-time hol":')e cleaners
needed. Hours to fit your busy schedule.
$3.75/hour. Call 671-7463.

vw

Report typists. 50wpm to apply. Mostly
evening work. 273-5932 leave message.
wordstar experienced preferred.

convertible, AM-FM cassette, radials,
exc. condition. Red with black top, 56400.
or best offer. Call Ann at 862-6917 ext 127
days, or 695-2417 eves.

CLERICAL
PERSONNEL
JC Penney Credit Processing Center currently has several openings for clerical per1977 Chevy Monza, low miles, 5 speed,
sonnel. These positions require working 1 to
am/fm cassette, sunroof, hatchback
2 days a week up to 40 hours a month. Inw/louvers & spoiler. 52150 contact Jeannie
dividuals must be flexible enough to work
at 2219 or 277-2766 after 6pm.
on an on-call basis which will include some
saturdays. Ten key adding machine e~
For sale: New HP printer/plotter tor HP-41 only
perience is required. These positions in$210 call Jack 273-1622.
clude a discount plan in Penney's stores.
1982 Chev Camara. Sharp-like new. Call
x2471 days. After 6pm 365-7363. $7500

Practical, inexpensive furniture. Shelves,
planters, etc. Mike 273-5632.'
Reg QH Gelding, -grandson of Eternal Dell,
exp. rider, S3500 or make offer, call
277-2106.
Kenmore Dishwasher used twice. Selling to
make more room In kitchen. $100 off retail
price. Call 331-7105 anytime.
AKL Beagle, male,4 yrs old, champion sired,
proven sire, $50 to approved home. Call
275-2362, work or 365-5451 home.
Reg QH Gelding, seasoned game horse,
exp. rider, Sl200, call 277-2108.
Is it true you can buy jeeps tor S44 through
the U.S. government? Get the facts today!
Call (312)742-1142 ext. 689.

for rent

Please apply In person between 6:30 am
and 4:00 pm or call for an appointment.

JC PENNEY
Credit Processing Center
161 Wekiva Springs Rd.
Longwood, FL. 32779
768-4100
An equal opportunity employer
M/F
College students earn S25-50 per hour.
Part-time in outdoor recreation field. Call
Mr. Farnsworth 9am-5pm at 305-656-7612.
___ _

Typing on my word processor. No visible
corrections. Fast service. Sl .50/page. Call
Pam 6 71-0924.

Why pay between $65-$100
When you can have a
professional resume
designed' and typed
for

rOQmniates·
.
.
17 year old girl looking for FEMALE roommate willing to hold lease as I am not 18 yet.
Looking for apt. either near UCF or Fashion
Sq. Mall or in Winter Park, but r,iegotiable. No
smokers or heavy partyers S150-200 a
month. Must like pets. Please call LcJra at
699-6346 after 7pm. If I'm n.o there, please
leave name & number. Thanks
Female rooommate to share nice 3bdrm
house in WP w/fireplace, big yard. 15 min to
UCF. 5152/mo plus util. 647-2921.
Roommate needed South 15A. Share
3bdrm/1Yzbth house. Female, nonsmoker.
$150/mo Yz util. Call 282-1449 or 646-5651
ask for Laurie.
Looking for mature student or business person to share split-plan home. Huge, bright,
private room & bath. S225/mo. Includes
utilities. 3Yz miles from UCF. Require 6 month
lease & Sl 00 deposit. For more information, call 27 3-5298.

I

/,

Your choice of white
or ivory paper, black,
brown, or blue ink.

Call
Hard Copy
277-6930

Professional word processing - 7 dors a
week. Fast turn around. Bev 896-3744.

The FUTURE is looking for qualified Individuals to become advertising representatives. Great experience and very good
pay. Contact Dot Case at 275-2665.

Theses, term papers. Editing, fast turn
around, pick up and delivery on campus.
Competitive rates. Call Dave 851-0358.

typis~s

Computer word processing, customized
resumes, theses, term p9pers, reports, etc.
From $1.50/pg. Call Don, 678-3173.

RESUMES-Editing FREE! January special: input
1 page & print 5 originals, $9. Call JUDY'S
Business Service, 273-5298.
___ _
Terms papers, thesis. Vivian 862-1432.
PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICES
Term papers, resumes designed/typed, etc.
Located 1 mile from campus. IBM equipment. Editing & spelling corrections, paper
& cover free. Discounted rates. Call
275-1709 M-Sct 9-9.
Typing.Accurate.Fast & Reasonable . M'nor
Editing , IBM Sel. 11. All types of work. UCF Empl.-1 mi. from UCF. Marti 365-687Aafter .Spm.

Typing/word Processing . Thesis, Reports,
Resumes, etc. High quality typing at
reasonable rates. Close lo campus . Call
Cindy at 660-1220 or 671-3325, Day or Eve.

services

ABORTION SERVICES - - FREE PREGNANCY
TESTS - - Low-cost Birth Control Services.
Privacy, confidentiality guaranteed . Guest
speakers available. Director is UCF grad.
1240 Hillcrest, 1 block south of Colonial off
Mills. 422-0606 or long distance call free
. 1/800/432-8517.

$20

The FUTURE needs an experienced typist
for typesetting. Must be available for work
on Tuesdays, Wednesday evenings, and
Thursdays. 55 WPM is desired. Contact
Robert Molpus at 275-2665.

. AUTHORS IN SEARCH of an experienced
One bed apt for rent unfur 5 min from UCF manuscript typist! Call Bea 678-1386.
just take over paymts. Call Antonio at Literacy editing available.
678-8693 but call now no deposit needed.
Apt for rent. 2 miles to UCf. Call 282-2440.

!11 ! '
-w···
-~ ----

TYPING/WORD PROCESSING. Accurate and Childcare in our home near UCF. Potty traindependable. Prompt, personal service. ed children only. Mother of 2 with 3yrs college in Elem. Education. Preparation for
Reasonable rates. Call JUDY, 273-5298.
school - reading readiness, math readiness,
etc. Call 365-3863.
·
Rates too high? Call me! Prof. typist. 16 yrs.
experience at low rates. Call DAY or
qc vous francais? A unique lo~ cost serv~ce
EVENINGS, 678-4360.
is now available to students. Pnvate tutoring
in French grammar/conversation by EuroEXPERT TYPING: 24 yrs. exp. Full-time . Term pean trained instructor. Call John at
papers, theses, reports, resumes, etc. 671-4803 eves.
Correction of spelling, grammar, punc.,
and editing included. Reasonable. Call
LOSE WEIGHT. An educated approach for
Bea, 678-1386.
permanently controlling, maintaining and
losing weight. 10% off during January.
Madeleine c. Rice & Assoc. 629-6421. 210
•RESUMES•
N. Park Ave. Winter Park.

Furn 2bdrm/2bth Apt. 2/3people S375
dishwasher & IQundry rm. Call 273-0766.
Eff. in private home. Util incl till June ok.
S325/mo pool, l Y. acre fenced yard.
657-2927.

,.

Deadline:
Monday at 5:00pm.

'sQ cents per li~e

for sale

I

1~;' ft-/./

.~*----=-

RESUMES
- 671-3007.

D~signed/fyped

PROBLEM PREGNANCY?
Counseling and guidance available to
unmarried parents of all faiths. No fee.
Assistance with arrangements for pre-natal
care, housing and planning for child.
Counseling for unwed fathers. Adoption
placement service available. Twenty years
in Central Fl. Completely confidential. Call
Catholic Social Services 894-8868.
ABORTION SERVICES, birth control information, pregnancy tests and counseling.
VD screening, low cost, confidential services.
Central Florida Women's ·
Health Organization
609 E. Colonial Drive, Orlando
898-0921

personal
WORDMASTER is coming.

UCF STUDENTS, DAYTONA BEACH AREA, Call
Janet A. Klenk Secretarial. Term papers,
theses, research papers, dissertations,
resumes, cover letters, etc. Editing. IBM word
processing. One day turn-around available;
student rates; paper/cover no charge. I'm
good and love to compete! Hours: 9 AM - 5
PM Mon-Fri. {904) 253-0678.

l----------------1

FAST PROFESSIONAL TYPING
Guaranteed 100% accuracy. Expert correction of spelling, grammar, punctuation.
Term papers, thesis, dissertations, research
papers, resumes, cover letters and typing.
All work prepared on Word Processors for error free .neatness. We have IBM
Displaywriter, IBM Mag Card, and A.B. Dick
Magna SL Word Processors. SUPPORT YOUR
COLLEGE - We have 10 employees for f9st
service - All are former or current UCF
students. One Day Service Available 671-3007.

NEED A REPORT TYPED?
My full-time service offers accurate speedy
& professional results using state-of-the-art
word processing equipment . Term
papers,reports,resumes,cover letters,e.tc. 3
miles from UCF. Pick up & delivery
available to campus. Call Pat at Hard
Copy Typing and Word Processing Service
277-6930.

lndlvldual Confldent1af Counseilng
Gynecologists
Soeaker Service

'2233 LEE. RD. WINTER PARK
. ~- 628-0405j
Toll Free 800-432-s249·
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1983 in retrospect
A look at the year's fads, fashions and trends
by Joe Jervis

what was hot last year.
Chances are, I was doing it."
Now that you're in the right
I'm one of those people that frame of mind, let's get
likes everything encap- started.
sulated. Shortened. AbFashions for 1983 were probreviated. You know, like vided by a variety_of sources.
Reader's Digest, Cliffs' From the Japanese came colNotes, box scores. What orful clothing that seemed
follows is a box score of 1983; somehow casual and elegant
a review of the fads, fashions, at the same time. You
trends, and music of the couldn't swing a dead cat
previous year.
without hitting some bit of
People love these. No mat- apparel adorned with
ter what is mentioned, they Japanese characters. (I've
derive a certain smug always wondered · if th_e y
satisfaction after reading translate into "Kick me" or
about everything that went "Good-bye Detroit").
on. In order that you receive . From blue-haired old ladies
the optimum benefit of the we got those thin ropes from
forthcoming listings, I ask which everyone seemed to be
that you choose one of the dangling their sunglasses.
following attitudes BEFORE Modified from gold chain into
you read on. You will know day-glo nylon, they heralded a
rebirth in the popularity Of
which one is right for you.
A. ''I didn't fall for any of sunglasses. Raybans, horned
that ridiculous junk. I am tru- rims, and glacier glasses
ly a superior being."
were de rigeur for the shaded.
B. "Of course, I was elite.
through with all of that stuff
Paunchy tourists revived
before any of you tacky peo- Bermuda shorts as surfers
.ple discovered it."
and trendies raided the thrift
C. "Being a totally cool per- stores in search of same. By
son, I don't need to be told mid-spring most stores were
Future staff

I

Ral!I Perez/Future

churning out baggy plaid and
striped shorts in attractive
pastels.
Surfers and new wavers
joined forces in 1983 as bright
colors and geometric patterns
become common attire.
Surfers also led the way in
sneakers, favoring polka-

dotted, striped and patterned
styles. The most popular
brand was "Vans."
Other popular styles for
1983 were sleeveless T-shirts
(for men and women), miniskirts, cardigan sweaters, and
in general a fuller, more comfortable looking fit for suits
and jackets. Women enjoyed
th'e pleasure of attractive lowheeled shoes for the first time
in several years.
Fashion Dogs of the Year:
Leg warmers and the
· Flashdance Look.'' Leg
warmers are a heavy
polyester 'destruction of
perfectly good legs. And why
anyone in their right mind
would pay $30 for a professionally ripped sweat-shirt
worth about $7-well, such is
the stuff of which fads are
made.
Mo.v ing on to the hair
styles of last year, it becomes
apparent that 1983 was the
year of short, short hair. Crew
cuts, flat-tops, and short
asymmetrical blunt cuts were
popular among guys (especially in the high schools). Other,
less adventurous men return-

· ed to a more basic, barbered
cut . as blown-dry, feathered,
and permed styles thankfully
died out.
Many women rediscovered
the bob, a short and blunt cut
that dramatizes and einphasizes the face. It's a
shame that more don't take
advantage of this simple easy
to care for style.
Fitness mania hopefully
reached its peak in 1983. We
were inundated with work-out
albums, instructional books,
exercise shows, and even an
entire cable network devoted
to fitness . and health. No
channel was without some
pert, nubile young creature
exhorting her viewers to
"~Work it! C'mon, blow it out!
Reme~ber the higher the
kick, the thinner the thigh! "
Gag me.
The year 1983 was very
good to Michael Jackson.
From his ground-breaking
videos to his record-breaking
album, he dominated virtually every sales chart and radio
format in the world.
Trends, page 17

UCF professor studies space blahs Orlando proyed to be
by Vicki White
Features editor

.Imagine yourself on an extended space mission. After
you hav.e slept, eaten and exercised and done the daily experiments, you still have
about 12 hours of free time
left. What would you do?
You could do a little
sightseeing, but that gets old
after awhile. After all, you are
orbiting the earth once every
90 minutes. You could read a
book or play some games, but
then there would probably be
the effects of zero gravity to
be reckoned with. Chances are
you might start feeling a little
bored.
Boredom on longterm space
flights is the basis of UCF's
Dr. Richard Cornell's
research on leisure time and
long distance space flight.
Cornell, an assistant professor in Educational Services, says boredom will be a
major factor on longer space
flights in the future. "Right
no it's not looked upon as a
major issue because the
astronauts are actually a little overworked," he said.
''They need a break.''
According to Cornell, since
the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration does
not consider boredom during
long space flights to be a ma.j or problem, or at least one
that is frequently admitted,
they have not done a whole lot
research on the subject. He

points out the fact that of all
the research reports on the
Skylab project there are
relatively few which deal with
leisure time actively. He
believes it may be more of a
problem when ciV:ilians ·start
going up into space. These
people have not gone through
the years of rigorous training
that the astronauts go
through so they may be less
able to cope with the isolation and limitations of space
travel.
Last month, he had a
chance to talk with Soviet
cosmonauts, who have been
on longer space flights, about
their experiences in space at
the Congress of the International Astronautical Federation in Budapest, Hungary.
He was introduced to them by
Jean-Lupe Chreteien, a
French astronaut he had talked to while he was doing some
research in Paris last August.
Chreteien had flown with
cosmonauts on a joint
French-Soviet space mission.

-___,,.._~-~-~-~ a

music wasteland in '83

The point is that while 1983
did prove to be a year in
which a large amount of the
Orlando may be number most popular music was also
one in a couple of good, important - music
things-tourist attractions (thanks to Michael Jackson
and the number of sailors and the Police) as opposed to
hanging out in malls-but 1982 (anybody out there
when it comes to diversity of remember Toto?), there was
its radio programming, Cen- · still a lot of music made in
tral Florida leaves much to be 1983 that deserved to be
desired.
heard but ·wasn't, at least
In other areas of the coun- around here.
try, particularly the NorHerewith then, a list of
theast and the West, radio some· of the songs that
stations take chances. They'll shouldn't have been overlookplay XTC and Any Trouble ed. The determinations are
and give vibrant acts like purely subjective on my part
Split Enz and The Plimsouls and the list does not pretend
a fair shot at success. But, to be all inclusive, nor is it in
like most of the rest of the any kind of logical order.
1. "Knocked Down, Made
country, the Orlando stations
prefer to play the role of leech, Small (Treated Like A Rubber
only jumping on the Duran Ball)"-Was (Not Was): The
Duran or Talking Heads highest energy so:q.g of the
bandwagon after
the year features the gruff vocals
popularity of those bands has of Sweet Pea Atkinson and
been proven elsewhere.
the hottest saxaphone licks
Because of this narrowness this side of Clarence Clemof scope, most Central Flori- mons; the Boss would be
dians are unfamiliar with peo- proud.
2. "The Stand"-The
ple like Robert Palm~r, a virtual worldwide superstar, and Alarm: From their debut EP,
think "Squeeze" is something this anthem of integrity
you do to toilet paper, ("Come on down and meet
oblivious to the band of the your maker/Come on down
same name that sold out · and make your stand") proves
Madison Square Garden.
that even in a year when the
Instead, "lucky" Central Clash sold out there's still
Floridians are treated to room in the world for a little
never-ending Who "block- youthful idealism; these counparties" and "double-shots"
Music, page 17
of ~zzy Osbourne.
by Wayne Starr
Future staff

Dr. Richard Cornell

"phone home" to their
families periodically by radio.
One cosmonaut had a guitar
sent up on a supply ship.
What Cornell's research entails is more than just sending people into space with
bits and pieces of home. He
envisions leisure time being
used by people to enrich
themselves. His idea is a sort
of "media center in
Cornell said although at - space"where people could do
first they wondered why he such things as further their
would bother with such stuff, education or learn a new
they later became intrigued language. This media center
will ·not be full of books and
with his ideas.
magazines; it will be video
discs
and a microcomputer.
From talking with the
Other
studies with Skylab
cosmonauts, Cornell learned
and
Russian
Salyut
that two of their biggest proastronauts
have
shown
that
blems are boredom and
when
the
crew
members
had
homesickness. To alleviate of
this they were allowed to
Cornell, page 13
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Gold of El Dorado is splendor ·o f lost civilization
by Albert Cervallera
Future art critic

The cry was "Gold!" and
within a short time the fateful
attraction of treasure-hungry
armies found their way to the
Indian goldworking regions
of the Pre-Columbian era. The
lure Qf gold still exists today,
but now we are drawn to Loch

Haven Art Center to view an
ex hi bi ti on shrouded in
mystery and wealth ... "The
Gold of El Dorado, a Florida
Tour."
"The collection is worth
four million dollars,'' says
Merena Grant Morrisey,
director of the Loch Haven
Art Center, but adds, "its intrinsic value is priceless."

You will quickly realize how
tales grew of legendary
Dorados-elusive places of
fabulous treasures. Indeed,
some
were
lucky,
magnificently wealthy, but
for others, slavery and pillage
were the story.
One of the most famous
Dorados is identified in the
exhibition from a ceremony
carried out by the Muisca Indians at Lake Guatavita, a
necklace
tribe that lived near present
developed by the Indians. The
day Bogota, Columbia.
Each new chieftan, naked pieces are displayed exand totally covered with resin quisitely in informative
and gold dust, boarded a raft showcases. There are votive
laden with offerings of gold offering pieces, body orjewels, fine emeralds and naments, earrings, nose
other ornamental pieces, was plugs, lip plugs, necklaces,
rowed to the middle of the bells, and even gold tweezers
for removing hair.
lake.
This exhibition, featuring
Crowds on the shore tossed
handfuls of emeralds and 300 Pre-Columbian gold arother precious stones as an of- tifacts, ranging from 500 to
fering to the spirit god at the 1,500 years old and represenbottom of the lake. The spirit ting seven cultural groups,
god was supposed to have was organized by the Florida
landed there centuries ago, Department of State in
when a meteorite fell on the cooperation with the FloridaColumbian Partners, Loch
mountain landscape.
When the chieftain dove off ·Haven Art Center, with the
the raft and swam to shore, he support of special sponsors,
was thus consecrated, receiv- and is on loan from the M useo
ing the powers of the spirit del Oro, Banco de la
god and emerged as their Republica, Bogota, Columbia.
supreme ruler "El Dorado." "Gold of El Dorado" also inConsequently, E 1 Dorado, augurates Loch Haven Art
meaning ''the Gilded One,'' Center's two new galleries
gradually became a general named for Mr. and Mrs.
term referring to various Chesley G. Magruder.
places throughout the world
Masters of the lost-wax
of possible treasure, and casting technique, hammeralways meant gold.
ing gold into fine, thin sheets,
The dual value, both the joining of fabricated
religious (ceremonial) and pieces of gold, and different
material, is clearly seen in the guilding techniques, ''Gold of
different uses of goldware El Dorado," in my eyes, reaffirms the belief that art is
about people and for the people, and not the gods.
When art . and religion
merge, it should be for the
saving of the human souls,

1
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breastplate, Kalima region

Optical Outlets
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~"'f ~AA.from
Traditional becomes
Ille ·newest rage

Suggested Retail

s35

Our Price

s25

BAUSCH & LOMB (j)
CLASSIC
AVIATOR STYLE

WINGS"'

Ore11 looking metal lr•me•

Tl'le Mttest new style
1n 1unglH11s

Suggested Retail

Suggested Retail

1 41to 1 66

•&o

Our Prices

Our Prfce

$28to$44 s43

The genuine Ray- Ban, by Bausch &
Lomb. Precision optical quality, glare
protection and light control, completely
free of distortion.
You can't buy better than Optical
Outlets. Come in and we'll prove it.

_ _ _,_ _ , Kevin Griggs/Future

NOW PILOT IS
TWO POINTS UP
ON THE .
COMPETITION.

for rebate coupon
when you come In. Offer
expires Jan. 15, i 984.
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not to be worshipped as a
"golden calf," but rather
praised for skill, craftsmanship, and divine inspiration.
Loch Haven Art Center is
located at 2416 North Mills
Ave., Orlando. The galleries
are open Tueaday through
Friday 10 a.m.-5 p.m., Sat.
12-5 p.m., Sun. 2-5 p.m. Closed Mondays.
Admission is $3 for adults,
$2 for students, and $1 for
children 12 and under.
Members admitted free of
charge. For more information
about the exhibition,
available tour schedules, or
special educational events
.during the exhibition; lectures, workshops, and films,
please call 896-4231.

A Great Christmas
Gift Idea ...
Ray-Ban sunglasses make a
great Christmas gift for family
or friends. And Bausch & Lomb's
c11rrent rebate offer makes this
the .ideal time to buy. This
rebate further reduces b-y $5
our prices on all Ray-Ban
sunglasses, including those
featured here.

Your best buy In sight.

Optical Outlets
F•ctory Outlet M•ll

5401 WHt O•k Ridge Roed
Phone: 305-351-5745

f

-

If you love fine writing, now you can
choose between two Precise Rolling Ball pens
that write so fine yet flow so smoothly you'll
wonder how we made it possible.
Only The Precise allows you to write beautifully in either fine point or extra fine point.
The price? It's even finer. ~nly $1.19 each.

PILOT PRECISE ROLLING BALL PENS.
2 OF THE FINER THINGS IN LIFE.

[PILOflr2~a9./SQ
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Doors' legend lives on in 'Alive, She Cried'
by Richard Truett
Future staff

Traditionally, posthumous
releases by record companies
have been nothing more than
one last ditch cheap attempt
·to wring the last dollar out of
the record-buying public
('Witness:
Jimi Hendrix,
Elvis Presley). Most of the
time, songs that were not
released were not worthy of
being released.
The Doors have always
been a band that has managed to keep their integrity intact-somehow, they have
never let down their fans
(witness: REO Speedwagon,
Loverboy). The new live
album, Alive, She Cried, not
only keeps their integrity intact, but could gain the three
surviving Doors members
respect from those who do not
even like the band.
According to the liner
notes, the material for Alive,
She Cried was assembled
from a bunch of tapes that
vanished in the late 1960's
and were not found until
recently. No doubt the
resurgence in their popularity
fueled the search. The
resulting album is a cohesive
set
of
songs
that
demonstrates ju st how
remarkable this band could
be.
Why? ·The Doors, when Jim
Morrison was up to it, were
the most exciting, unpredic-

table live act in rock. Thus far
in the eighties Jim Morrison
and The Doors have become
more popular than when they
were in their heyday. The
musicianship, the energy, the
mystique, all come together
in a way that truly eludes
words. Alive, She Cried captures that special combination. Jim Morrison's primal
screaming and genuine enthusiam on the difinitive live
version of "Light MY Fire" is'
astounding; keyboardist extrodinaire Ray Manzarek's
work is without peer; Robby
Krieger's brilliant guitar solo
combined
with
John
Densmore's neanderthal
drumming make this cut
nothing short of excellent.
Two ne ~ tracks emerge here
for the first time: "Gloria"
and "Little Red Rooster."
"Gloria" has never seen a better treatment. Morrison dit- ·
ched everything but the G-L0-R-I-A and improvised the
rest. The result is stunning
(and X-rated). "Rooster"
shows Morrison at his bluesy
best.
"Moonlight Drive" is
downright haunting; Manzarek's funeralesque organ
playing coupled with
Kreiger' s guitar exotica is
spellbinding. Morrison, who
has always been the dominant
personality in the band,
delivers some classic audience
rap: "That's a New York
joint for ya, you could pick

r.!!!!~~~~~~~~~~~~~!!!!!!!!!!~

your teeth with it." Jim Morrison the poet is also aptly
represented on this new
album; in the instrumental
break of "Light My Fire" he
treats us to something called
"Graveyard Poem." In
"Moonlight
Drive"
Morrison's critically acclaimed "Horse Latitudes" is
presented with nonchalant
sincerity.
As an added bonus, two
video clips have been released
to support the album:
a
Danis~ television pr?d~ction
of their top forty .hit Love
Me Two Time~" . and one the
th ree r emamrng D oor s

1------- from page 11

members pieced together
from concert footage and improvised with actors ,
"Gloria." Both have gotten
wide exposure and acceptance
on MTV and other video
outlets. One might wonder
how The Doors have so much
film laying around: Jim Morrison and Ray Manzarek were
film school graduates from
U.C.L.A. They realized back
in the 1960's how visual imagery
could
enhance
.. music- an idea that until just
recently has been ignored.

some free time, they tended to
like to work, preferring more
intellectual pursuits to
mindless activities. .
· Cornell sµbmitted a
reseatch proposal to NASA,
and although they rejected it,
it took them one and a. half
years to do so and the peer
review gave him some suggestions on how to resubmit it.
Now he says his biggest
problem is finding the time to ·
conduct his research. ''It's
hard to teach and research at .
the same time,'' he said. UCF
has given him $400, but he is
teaching this semester. He
figures his research Will take
approximately 50 percent of
his time for the next three
years. ·
Even though N.t\SA does
not think boredom is an important problem on long
space flights, they have
cooperated with Cornell,
allowing him to read
nonclassified mat erial pertaining to his subject and to
examine the shuttle and take
measurements. He persuaded
Dr. William Thornton MD.,
to take up a deck of magnetic.
playing cards on the space
shuttle; something he called a
''sort of gimmick to get a foot
in the door.''
Cornell thinks the results of
his research need not be confined to space travel alone. He
thinks that they could be applied to any line of work
where people are isolated.

.-~~~-----=--------------------=-------------------i

e 48 HOUR KODAK SLIDE PROCESSING

e AMATEUR AND PROFESSIONAL FINISHING AVAILABLE
e FILM PROCESSING AS FAST AS YOU NEED IT

·COURSE

e CAMERA REPAIRS

MCAT
LSAT
GRE
MCAT

e FULL LINE OF PHOTOGRAPHIC DISPLAY PRODUCTS:
mats, frames.

ep'rofessional print display preparation: mounting
texturizing, and spraying.
Member: Pr~fessional Photographic Society of Central Florida ·

)

Class Starts

JAN. 30
FEl.7
fEB.22
FEB 26

~.

.':: 1

10%Studenf
Discount

paper.loo..k· 1
fora :IK
good~ •

.

2238 Winter Woods Blvd.
Winter Park, Flo'rida 327cn.
son Jose Exec. Center · '·

OPENM-F 10:00-6:00
SAT. 10:00-5:00

We reseive the right to concel ony closs for
whlcti°there Is lnsufflc.lent enroHment
Call for detolls
· Doys, Evening, or. Weekends ·

7436 UnJversfty Bfvd:
University Sq. Shooolng Cenr~·

'
Hot Sandwiches

Monday

c~RR1E NJ\TION's
TAVERN

25¢Draft
$1.75 Pitcher 8-11

. ~hursday

FriJl~y

All Imports $1.00

La.dies Nite Free Draft
For Ladies 9-12
D.J. & Dancing

Special Discounts
Day&Nite
24oz Draft
For 75Q 8-11

Tuesday
Wednesday

·

678-8400

* Speeial:·Happy Hour
$2.50 Pitchers 40¢ Draft
All Imports $1.25
M-F 12 til 7
(Fairway Shopping Center) 11636 E. Highway 50 273-4297

50¢·otf any
Pitcher 8-11

Saturday
Happy Hour 8-11
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3
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3
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¢
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9
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POUID
·
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E
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e
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LB.
~llLY LUNCHES· HOT TO GO
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FRESH CRISP

.

~~s

CARROTS.......... •

3

ALL PURPOSE COOKING

YELLOW ONIONS ••••
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SALAD TIME FLORIDA

.

TOMATOES •••••••••• LB.
GOLDEN RIPE
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C
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FAIRWAY MARKETS
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THIS AD EFFECTIVE WED., JAN. 11
THROUGH TUES., JAN. 17, 1984
WE ACCEPT U.S.D.A.
FOOD STAMPS

COLONIAL OR.

We Reserve The Right To
Limit Quantities Purchased

.

COU' PON · This Coupon Good For

KRAFT LB. QUARTERS

·.98 Sl.38
.~!I

Purchase. Or Two Coupons With $10
1tional Purchase. Or Three Coupons With
$15 Additional Purchase, Excluding This
Item And Tobacco.

,

I
I

.PARKAY
IMARGARINE ~
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by Wayne Starr
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12309 E. Colonial Drive
Orlando. Fl 32P"7
273-3631
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-10% Discount With UCF ID
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De~serts

com~dy

Baked on_Pr_e'!11ses
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,

Jo Help You Teach .....
The Florida Art Education
Association
UCF Student Chapter
•undergrad. 8r grad. students welcomed
•Subscriptions included with membership
•Six issues of Art Education Journal
,
•Six issues of NAEA News
•Next State FAEA Conference at Disney
•National Conventions, local workshops
•Job Placement Service, and much more!
For membership Info. contact
Albert Cervellera, Chapter Pres. 282-8740,
Dr. Ruth Weidenheimer, Sponsor 275-2016,
or send $20.00 in form of check or money
order to the Natio~al Art Education .Assoc.
1916 Association Dr., Reston, Va 22091
~

'

Future staff

Like another show that
premiered last Friday, ABC's
Blue Thunder, NBC's The
New Show is just that--new.
New, unfortunately, doesn 't
necessarily good, and if the
first presentation is any indication of what is to come,
The New Show will soon be
The Canceled Show.
Since The New Show is produced by original Saturday
Night Live creator Lorne
Michaels, it is not surprising
that the formats are
similar-several skits and a
musical guest.
The casting philosophy differs somewhat, however. Instead of a huge repertory cast
and a single guest host each
week, there are only three
regulars-the decidedly
strange Buck Henry, comedienne Valri Bromfeld and
Dave Thomas, one-half of the
McKenzie brothers, Bob and
Doug. These three will be
augment~d by different
guests each week. Steve Martin, SCTV'er Catherine
O'Hara and Jeff Goldblum,
the People magazine journalist in The Big Chill, did the
honors for the first show.
They'll be replaced tonight by
another SCTV veteran John
Candy and newlyweds Carrie
Fisher and Paul Simon.
Considering .the fact that
Marti n , G o 1db1 um and
O'Hara were the only bright

fills 'The New Show'

spots on the first show and
Fisher and Simon are not
known for their comedic
talents, last week's few
laughs may seem like a deluge
compared with what we can
expect tonight.
The first half of the show
consisted of a skit about
teachers who could not decide
whether to perform a medley
of Broadway show tunes with
educational lyrics ("Let's
take a trip around the world
of math.") or an electrified,
rebellious punk song ("I hate
it here; I have no friends. And
the friends I have, I hate.")
for the -school talent show.
Also, an unfunny parody of
Entertainment Tonight with
Henry and Thomas as coanchors, an indication that
this could be a regular
feature. Most viewers probably got disgusted and turned back to Falcon Cres t and
thus missed the show's saving grace.
Following an appearance by
New Edition, a 1980s incarnation of the Jackson Five of
the late 1960s-was a long, boring, Manhattanized version of
George Orwell's 1984, where
Studio 54 is now the Ministry
of Nightlife and "Big
Brother-now more than ever,"
and "Kind of new, kind of
wow, Big Brother" are
popular party slogans. The
evening's most offensive
piece was a stereotypical portrayal of ltilians as ambi-

Steve Martin
tionless do-nothings so emotionally crippled they can't
bear the thought of a grown
family member making the
big seven minute mqve from
Brooklyn to Manhattan. Still,
there was a bit of legitimately
funny stuff.
Steve martin sa a security
guard at some type of topsecret plant is drugged. Feeling himself getting weaker by
the moment he spends the
next ten minutes _trying to
summon help. Though he's
too weak to do that, he's not
too weak to stagger about in a
drugged stupor, first alone,
and then hilariously with
O'Hara and Goldblum. The
trio finally make it outside
but instead of -going directly
for help they agree to stop in
to see a movie on the way.
That one skit should be
enough to bring back viewers
for a second look.
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KIOSK all week long
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Marching Band
POSITIVE PROOF OF AGE
AND PROPER DRESS REQUIREI

TWO FOR .ONE DRINKS 4 TO 8/FUN
AND GAMES IN ALEXANDER GRAHAM#
BELL/ MULTI-MEDIA SHOW IN #
·SHOUTS/DANCING TO THE STARZ
BAND 9 PM TO 2 AM AND TO START#
THE.p ARTY
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COMPLIMENTARY WINE
FOR TICKET HOLDERS
7 :30 ·to 9 PM .
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MTV had an incredible effect on the pop muisic charts
as it became increasingly difficult for any band to get
anywhere without a video. In
1983 MTV launched the
careers of Culture Club, Spandau Ballet, Duran Duran, and
many other "New Music"
groups that FM radio
wouldn't touch.
In fact, so pervasive was
MTV' s impact that most
AOR (Album Oriented Rock)
formatted . stations had to
totally revamp their play lists
and drop the so-called
"dinosaur" rock bands in
favor of the newer groups. Incidentally, one of the few stations where this move was not
a success was Orlando's own
WD IZ. After WD IZ started
playing the likes of Berlin and
A Flock of Seagulls, their
ratings dropped dramatically.
Heavy metal enjoyed a
resurgenee in popularity in
1983. Head bangers like Def
Leppard, .Judas Priest, and
Quiet Riot were highly successful both on the charts and
on tours. Mental Health by
Quiet Riot was the most successful debut album ever by a
heavy metal group.
The previously deadly word
"disco" was replaced by
''dance music'' as electronic
synth-pop pervaded the
charts. The Eurythmics, Men
Without Hats, and Thomas
Dolby proved once again that
disco is only a word, not an attitude, and that people love to
dance no matter what it's called.
The turntable itself became
an instrument in 1983 as
"scratch music", or the art of
adding percussive sound effects to a playing record burst
into favor in New York. The
way it's done is that while one
record is playing o.n one turntable, the DJ uses the other
turntable to slip a record back
and forth under the needle.
The resulting hisses, clicks,
and thumps can create dance
floor excitement as the DJ
molds the record into
something of his own creation.

dancers literally spin on their groups.
Sadly, the only literary
hands, backs and even heads.
Originating in New York's trend of 1983 was the massive
ghettos break dancing was popularity of the "Gross
popularized when the premier Jokes" books. A n~ed to
break dancers the : Rock laugh at our own seriousness
Steady Crew appeared in is important in the process of
breaking down the ethnic
Flashdance.
walls society has created. But
One of the most interesting the millions of copies that
musical trend of last year those books sold (reaching the
was a sort of jazzy, per- Top Ten on most best seller
cussive, electronic music lists) only reinforces the
known as "Hip, hop". Groups "Hustler" mentality which it
such as Twilight 22, Freez appears so many Americans
and J onzun Crew bridged the have. It's so sad to see 10 or
gap between the exuberance 12 year old kids standing in
of black dance music, and the the mall, giggling over the
futuristic pop of new music chapters on "Cripple Jokes"

or "Black Jokes."
The year 1983 was pretty
much a poor year for movies.
(Not counting December
releases). A score of unwatchable 3-D movies, stalk and
slash films, and the disappointing Return of the Jedi
(call it The Muppets go to
Mars) were a bonanza for the
cable TV operators. Best
Film: The Big Chill. Worst:
Christine.
Televison remained the
vast wasteland last year.
What can you say about a
year in which the most
popular new show was ·

A-Team"? Jiggle and giggle
stayed one of the most
popular forms. "We Got It.
Made" simply rehashes the
tired innuendoes of "Three's
Company. " Best Shows:
SCTV on Cinemax,. Hill
Street Blues
Worst:
everything on ABC (except
Dynasty).

The last year appears to
have been a fairly mediocre
one. 1983 will never be known
as the year of ... "Nothing
really big happened, no single
event or fad dominated the
year. And in a way, that's all
right.

Music-: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - f r o m page. n
trymen of U2 (Scotland)
should hit it big in 1984.
3. "Shy Boy (Don't It Make
You
Feel
Good" -Banana·rama:
It
takes three white British girls
with no previous musical experience to show Motown
what soul is all about; hail the
return of the girl groups.
4. "Promised You a
Miracle'' -Simple Minds:
Nothing simple minded about
their music; this full-textured,
multi-layered track more than
delivers what it promises.
5. "Song for a Future
Generation'' -B-52's: These
Georgian goofballs have fun
and· make catchy tunes at the

same time, with lyrics like
"Hello, I'm Cindy. I'm a
Pisces and I like Chihuahuas
and Chinese Noodles"; all
Valleyites and anybody else
with a sense of humor should
hear this one.
. 6.
" B oy s
in ·
Town"-Divinyls: Another
welcome addition from the
land down under; Australia
singer Christina Amphlett
and Co. play a finesse type of
heavy metal that will make
you want to get up and punch ·
somebody.
7. "Twisting By the
Pool"-Dire Straits: A hit
everywhere but Casselberry
and the moon, this title cut

AIMHIGH

from their four-track followup to the serious minded Lov~
Over Gold, shows us that
Mark Knopfler and boys
aren't above letting their
hair down and just "twisting,
twisting, twisting by · the
pool."
8. "Priv-ate Lives"-Oingo
Boingo:
Quite possibly,
1983's best song; a tale of
paranoia set to a furious
rhythm is just the latest in a
long series of smart man's
rock 'n roll from an outfit that
deserves more recognition.
9.
"Speak
Like
a
Child"-The Style Council: If
you like the MOR offerings of
Spandau Ballet you'll ap-

preciate the warblings of Paul
Weller; America missed the
boat with Weller's previous
band, the Jam, a group every
bit as talented as the Police,
and shouldn't make the same
mistake twice.
10. "Life Gets Better" (or
almost any cut on The Real
Macaw)-Graham P~rker:
Parker found domestic bliss
in 1983 which only served to
strengthen his already im·
mense talent; on his finest
album since splitting with the
Rumour·, the songs are
positive, the singing is
emotion-laden and the playing is crisp and clean.

Want more
than a desk job.?
Looking for an exciting and challenging career? Where each day is different? Many Air Force people have
such a career as pilots and
navigators. Maybe you can join them.
Find out if you qualify. _See an Air
Force recruiter today.

An outgrowth of scratch
music was break dancing, an
acrobatic form in which the

A great way of lite .

ARNOLD ART & GRAPHICS
ARTIST SUPPLIES
Discount with college ID

Caring for the students' needs

MAJOR BRANDS
r,:...D...11.

• DRAFTING TABLES • AIRBRUSHES • ARCHES PAPER
CRESCENT MATBOARDS • STRATHMORE •• BIENFANG • GRUMBACHER ~ OLANO • FREDRIX
• WINSOR & NEWTON • FRAMES • EASELS • LIQUl-TEX • KOH-I-NOOR

894-6621
"SERVING ORLANDO SINCE 1946"
538 NORTH BUMBY

ACROSS THE STREET FROM COLONIAL PLAZA
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Student Government
Summer-Fall 1983
Executive ·Report
Extended Library

UpcOming Points
for Concern

Ho~rs

During the December final exams,
the library was operating on extended
hours to facilitate the increased study
needs of students. These extra hours of
labor costs were funded through a senate
bill. We hope the library budget will
include these extra hours in Its future '
budget, but In the mean time, Student
Government Is happy to help out.

Proposition One
This proposal will have negative effects on
UCF and all other state universities. Student
Government will be a major opposer of this
legislation and hopes you will join us in fight·
Ing it. If you need more Information on proposition one please feel free to stop by Student
Government.

Drinking Age Bill

·Ticket Sales Up

The drinking age bill was defeated by
Florida House Committee on Tuesday, Jan. 10.
This was the second defeat of the proposed bill
in recent months. Mark Geary was in Tallahassee helping the Florida Students Association in
its lobbying efforts against the bill. The legislation will undoubtedly come up again and it
helps show our legislators that we are concerned if we get out and register to vote.

During the past semester, ticket
sales at the main desk rose sharply.
Student Government sells these dis·
counted tickets ' as a service to the
students. It's good to see the support
we've gotten on this program.

Concert Funding
Homecoming
This fall's homecoming concert was
particially funded by Student Government. ·
The concert was a major success and thanks
go to the planners of the event and everyone
who attended.
We hope we can bring
more concerts to the campus in the future.

Voter Registratiol) .
This is an election year and many
politicians will be concerned with the
number registered college-age voters.
Why should they defend our rights if
we don't participate in the election process? Issues like tuition hikes, financial
aid cuts and drinking age legislation
are all coming up on the house and
senate floor again and again. Student
Government will be hosting a voter
registration drive, so please take the
time to sign-up.

Input Needed
If you have any ideas of suggestions
for new programs and projects for Stu·
dent Government please feel free to
share them with us.
Contact Mark
Geary, Richard Possien, and officer or
senator, or stop by the Student Center
Main Desk.
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Being given away
at newstands everywhere.

THE
NATIONAL
,:COLLEGIATE
DRIVING
MPIONSHIPS
15 COMING!

/JAN 17, 18
10:00
s:oo
UCF PARKING LOT 1 WEST
between Fine Arts and Lk Claire.
DRIVE .A 1984 DODGE DAYTONA TURBO
THROUGH A RALL y COURSE TO TEST YOUR
DRIVING. PREFORMANCE SKILLS.
ANY UCF STUDENT WITH A VALID
DRIVERS LICENSE AND STUDENT l.D. IS
ELIGIBLE.
THE WINNER' (BEST TIME WITHOUT PENALTIES) AT
UCF WINS A TRIP TO DAYTONA BEACH DURING
SPRING BREAK TO COMPETE IN THE NATIONAL
CHAMPIONSHIPS.
1

m

Sl.ppcrted

b'f.

.National
An
sa1~1y -~
A!T1ef1c.an .
1Counc11
.
Revolution r..ooofiEAR

®

FREE SOFT DRINKS WILL BE SERVED

AT THE EVENT COURTESY OF

BJ

1

"A buoyant new English comedy...it's a pleasure to watch Michael Palin
with such great comic actors as N!aggie Smith and Trevor Howard."
- Vincent Canby, THE NEW YORK TIMES
"Irreverent, winning, and completely satisfying."
- Rex Reed, NEW YORK POST
"Very funny... a high-style British comedy about virtue and lust."
-David Denby, NEW YORK MAGAZINE

Friday Jan. 20
'

'

6:00 & 9:00 SCA
HANDMADE FILMS PRESENTS

!Thtmissionary·
He gave his body to save their souls.
MICHAEL PALIN
MAGGIE SMITH

Starring

R
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Sunday Jan. 22
8:30 SCA

COMING' WED FEBRUAR'Y lst

''

••

.J

National Shakespeare Company

HAMLET
8:00 PM SCA

We would like to thank all of the over 259 participants in
th the PAC Ski- Lite trip . in making it a great success.
We we look foward to seeing even more skiers next year
in
meeting 4 other colleges at Snowshoe West Virgi.n ia.
Any futher comments or su_g gestions contact ·the PAC
· recreation committee.
If anyone has any pictures of the Ski Trip involving the
~lease contact SC2i5. Thank You.~--.........

logo

-

O·Team Applications
Due Jan. 16 at SC 198
17

1
0-Team
ln~ervlews

Men's Basketball
vs St.Leo 8 pm

Leisure Classes
Begin 8-10 wks

22
-~

Movie
"The Missionary"
8:30pm SCA

29

19

18
Last Day to Apply

25

24
Hot Issues
Program
8 pm SCA

11-S:OOpm SOL

30

Movie
"The Missionary"
6 and 9pm SCA

Entertal nment
SC Greeen 11-1

Marson Gallery
Exhibit

Canadian Studies
Speaker: Professor
Richard Price
"Choosing
Canadian Leaders"

Leisure Class
Registration End

For Graduation
In Spring

Green

23

31

Men's Basketball
UCF vs Rollins
Home 8 pm
Tall Gate Party
~:OOpm

Israel Opportunity
Dav.9-4

20

26
Miller
Welcome
Back
Party

27
Game Night
10pm-5am

G.M.A.T. Test .
given

SKI BRECKINRIDGE

Mar. · 7-14
contact SC215
A paid supplement by the PAC, ei 5, jent government funded organization. ,

Leisure Classe·s

Aerobics 1 &2

$30.00 Shape-n-Size

$30.00

Mon. & Wed. 4~5ptn SCA Moll.&Wed. 9am-10mn SCA
Tues.& Thurs 4-5pm SCA ,Tues. &Thurs. 5·6pm SCA

Classical Ballet · $25.00 ·Beg. Pool

$10.00'

Mon. & Wed.. 6-7ptn SCA Tues. . 6ptn-9pnt ·Gmnerootn

$25.00' Jazz-n-Dance

Karate

$30.00''

,Mon. & Tues. 5pm-7pln. SOL. Tues. & Thurs. 6-7pm SCA
.

Scuba ·
.Sat.

9mn-2p1n

: I

$75.00 Fencing ·

.

•

·$25.00

POOL Tues. ·~ Thurs. 6-8p1n MPR .

$25.00'

·women's Weightlifting Yoga ·

$25.00
· Tues.&Thurs. 8-9pm DOME

Tues.

7pm-9pm

SOL

$25.00

Bartending
TBA

REGISTER AT THE SC MAIN DESK
JAN. 3-20CLASSES BEGIN JAN.16.
Pac is funded through the Activities and Services Fees, as allocated by the Student Government of the
University of Centeral Florida.
·
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Athletic fee proposed to he p program
by Mike Rho<les
and Julie Norris
Future staff

A student-faculty committee is considering proposals
for a student athletic fee this
week, which would help
reduce the athletic program's
growing deficit and make the
jump to Division I-AA.
The committee was
scheduled to meet Thursday
to consider three proposals
and possibly arrive at a
recommendation for President Trevor Colbourn. The
three proposals were drawn
up by budget director Jim
Smith, under the guidance of
John Goree, vice president in

charge of business affairs.
One proposal is a fixed fee
based on the number of credit
hours taken by each student.
Proposed fees range from
$1.45 to $2 per credit hour for
each semester. However, this
proposal would bring in the
smallest revenue of all the
proposals, ranging from
about $545,490 at $1.45 per
credit hour to $752,400 at $2
per credit hour for 1984-85.
Currently, _$1.31 per credit
hour of students' tuition is
allocated to athletics, taken
from the Activity and Service
Fee that Student , Government administers . It is
undecided whether SG would
still allocate part of its AS&F

John Goree
collection to athletics.
A second proposal is a lump

sum fee per student, ranging
from $20 to $30 per ·student
for each semester. This would
net the athletic program
about $1.25 million for
1984-85 at the maximum fee.
In considering this proposal,
the committee is also looking
at the options of just charging fees for students taking
more than three and six hours
per semester.
.
Another option op.en to the
comnlittee is charging an
athletic •fee of $12 for
students taking summer
classes, combined with a $20
to $30 fee for fall and spring
terms.
A third proposal is a combination fixed fee based on

the number of credit hours
taken and a lump sum fee. At
a ·meeting Dec. 14, the
athletic fee setting committee
informally favored this proposal, but did not decide on
the amounts of each fees. The
committee is considering a
fixed fee ranging from $1. 45
to $2 per credit hour and a
lump sum fee of $12 to $25. A
student taking 15 hours, for
instance, would pay $33.75
toward the athletic program
if both minimum fees were
adopted, and $55 if both maximum fees were adopted.
After the committee makes
a recommendation to ColFee, page 27

Ryerson drafted
to become Bandit
by Mike Rhodes
Sports editor

Senior Scott Ryerson,
UCF's
outstanding
placekicker, was drafted by
the Tampa Bay Bandits of
the United States Football
League Jan. 4. Ryerson is the
first UCF football player ever
to be drafted by a professional football league.
The Bandits picked Ryerson in the seventeenth round
of the open draft. He was the
·o nly kicker drafted by the
team.
Ryerson said he was '' surprised but very happy" and
added.that he was looking for-

ward to making the team. He
said he hopes to play football
for a few years and will go
back to school when he has
the chance. Eventually Ryerson hopes to go into the
business field ..
The Tampa Bay training
camp opens Jan. 23, and
Ryerson . will leave school to
attend it. The Bandits begin
their regular season at the
beginning of March.
Ryerson expressed hopes
that his being drafted will
help the UCF football program by giving it more
credibility among
the
nation's two professional
football leagues.

Scott Ryerson's excellent range was a major factor. Here, he boots a 55-yard field-goal into
the wind against Austin-Peay.
·

HoHday Classic· spells success
for Sanchez's ·Lady Knights
by Dan Russo
Future sports

Coach Joe Sanchez shows his pleasure with his team's performance.

The Lady Knights of UCF
almost pulled off the surprise
of the season last Saturday in
the Third Annual Holiday
Classic at UCF, but just a five
minute cold spell by the
Knights was all the Blazers of
Valdosta (Ga.) State needed
to take a commanding lead ·
and the title game.
UCF, not expected to go
very far ' in the tournament,
upset Division I schools
Southeastern Louisiana,
59-57, on Jan. 5 and Georgia
Sou~hern, 54-51, last Friday.
The tournament consisted of
six Division I schools and one
other Division II school
besides UCF.
Before the Classic, UCF
head coach Joe Sanchez said
the success of the team
depended on how well it
played defensively. Sanchez
said he felt the best defensive
ball club would win the tournament. He added that his
main goal was to upset just
one of the Division I schools.
The Knights had already

defeated a Divisi~n I school
prior to the Class~c when it
participated in the Rhode
Island Blue Riobon Classic on
Dec. 27-29. UCF defeated
Con~ordia University in the
Division I tourney but fell to
the University of Washington
and James Madison. Sanchez
said it was a tough, physical
tourney and added that he
was happy with his- team's
ability to come back and outhustle its opponents.
In Holiday Classic action
Jan. 5, the Knights held a
slight lead at the half, 29-25,
against S.E. Louisiana in an
exciting seesaw battle. The
lead changed six times during
the second half with UCF
prevailing, 59-57. Leading the
Knights was forward Susan
Patz with 15 points and seven
rebounds, and forward Dorine
Van Tongeren with 14 points.
In ot her opening round action that day, Valdosta State
defeated Oklahoma City
University, 80-;11, · McNeese
(La.) State knocked off Marshall, W.Va., 87-72, and
Georgia Southern beat

Western Carolina, 77-65.
Last Friday, UCF came
from behind for the second
night in a row to upset
Georgia Southern, 54-51. The
Knights were again led by
Patz's scoring with 15 points.
Karen Harvey added 14
points and Dorine Van
Tongeren contributed 12
points and 12 rebounds.
Valdosta State defeated
McNeese-State, 70-66, in the
other semifinal game. The
Blazers were led by Pam
Johnson
and
Janice
Washington, both with 19
points.
In the title game last Saturday against sixth-ranked
Division II Valdosta State,
the Knights held their own
until the 12 minute mark of
the second half. Then they hit
a five minute cold spell which
saw the Blazers score 15
unanswered. points to take a
commanding lead and the win
over UCF, 73-56.
According to Sanchez, the
team allowed Blazer center
Sanchez, page 25

\
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Dan Faison: a leader
on and off the court
by Mike Rhodes

Faison transferred to UCF.
The decision to come to UCF
came in part, because ComDan Faison' s basketball monwealth assistant coach
career has thus far been one Dave Shaw joined UCF's extypical of most great players. head coach Torch Clark's
The 6 '5 ", 200 lb. forward· has staff. Last year, under Clark, ·
been a standout since his Faison assumed a significant
days at Bartow High School. leadership role and became
He has all the attributes of a the Knight's leading scorer as
quality athlete ... and much a sophomore. He shot double
more.
figures in all but one game.
On the basketball court
Off the court Faison exFaison has been nothing less hibits an element of humanity
than super. As a high school that has become increasingly
senior he led Bartow High rare among athletes ·at his
School to a runner-up finish in level. He enjoys spending his ·
the .state playoffs, a:veraging spare time reading and 25 points per game over the especially likes working with
course of the season. He was children.' For the past four
honored for
his
ac- summers, Faison has worked
complishments by being nam· as a camp counselor in Bared to the All-State team, and tow. He hopes to turn his maAll-South team. After being. jor in criminal justice into a
heavily recruited, Faison career working with juvenile .
decided to attend Virginia delinquents.
Commonwealth University,
Head
coach
Chuck
Pam Glmson/Future
where- he was red-shirted his Machock has nothing but
Dan Faison's intensity sho~s as he works in heavy traffic freshman season. Dissatisfied praise fo_r Faison. "He's a
against Merrimack.
at Virginia and homesick, quality young man and a realSports ed I tor

ly solid individual. He - has
good habits and a great personality." Machock went on
to say _that, "Dan is the most
complete player on our team.
When I ask him to do more,
he does it. Dan is a winner."
Admiration between the
two is mutual. "Coach
Machock is great," said
Faison. "He has turned the
basketball program here
around for the better." After
starting out 3-9 on the season
it may be difficult for some
people to- believe that, but the
Knights are improving.
Faison is confident that ·
Machock's first year at UCF
will be suc~essful.
Faison is presently the
team's leading ~corer with an
average of 17 .2 points per
game. Faison said that he
believes the team will improve as the season progresses, and hopes for better
coverage and fan support.

********"**
SCIENCE AND
ENGINEERING MAJORS
If you want a challenging and rewarding career, ever- increasing
responsibility, the opportunity to work with some of the best scientific
minds in the world, and the prestige of being a co_
mmissioned officer;
then you want the Air Force.
Engineers in today's Air Force receive these and many more opportunities as leaders in aerospace technology. Plus the Air Force offers
many benefits unequaled in private industry, such as 30 days of vacation
with pay each year.
H you plan to complete your undergraduate or graduate degree between
December 1983 and December 1984, contact Sgt. Almand, 4640 S. Orange
Blossom Tran, Orlando, Fl, 33515, or call (305) 851·8593.
Students with two or m~re years remaining may contact Capt. Coyne
at the Air Force ROTC Bldg, or call (305) 275-2264.

I

ATTENTION
ALL

CROOKS

You just went out of busi- ·
ness. Because millions
of people are having
their government payments sent straight to
their personal savings
or checking account.

U.S. TREASURY
DIRECT DEPOSIT.
You know your money's
safe and sound.
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Wrestlers tackle tough
opponents over holidays
by Scott Gunnerson
Future sports

UCF's Rochelle Lee goes up against Valdosta State's
Johnson (center) and Gina Bozeman.

The wrestling Knights of
UCF have begun what their
first-year coach, Pat Cucci
calls a rebuilding year.
Cucci, taking over a team
that went 3-10-1 last year,
says that he has set some
long term and short term
goals for his wrestlers this
season.
Long term goals include
having national place winners
and All-Americans named
from his squad, Cucci said. As
for short term goals, the
coach said he would like to do
well in this season's major
tournaments and to get national exposure by going
against some of the topranked teams in the country.
Cucci received some of that
national exposure he was
looking for two weeks ago
when his wrestlers competed
in the Southern Open, Nov.
25-26 in Chattanooga, Tenn.
Six of the top 20 ranked Division I schools were at the
Open.

Pam

The Knights didn't fare too
well in the Open, and Cucci
said he was a bit disappointed
in the teams performance. He
said he felt the poor showing
was mainly due to the team
being intimidated team being
intimidated by the caliber of
campetition.
Cucci considers his young
team's strength this year to
bein the middleweight
classes, 142 pounds through
177. Sophomore Russ Schenk,
at 167 pounds is one of the
top middleweight wrestlers,
Cucci said.
In the lowerweight divisions, Cucci sees Jeff Horn,· a
126 pound sophomore, as one
of his best lightweight
wrestlers.
In order for the UCF
wrestlers to have a successful
campaign this season, he feels
they must be totally physically and mentally prepared for

each match.
As for the Knight's next
match up, they will face 10th
ranked Division I North ·
Carolina State, Virginia Tech,
Penn Brooke State, and Norfolk State in the North
Carolina Wolf Pack Duel,
Saturday, Dec. 10.
Cucci said he would like to
come out of the Duel 3-1 and
added, "I'd love to beat N.C.
State. That would be fantastic.''

Help our

colle~escope

with Inflation.
The money
you_give
may decide
whether I'm to be
or not to be.
- William Shakespeare

s•2f:J\_\\.\

.............................. ·WHISPERWOOD II

~

Sa nchez·trom page 2a
Washington, named the tournament Most Valuable
Player, to ' dominate the inside, while UCF just didn't
put the ball in the bucket.
Washington led all scorers
with 28 points and 14 ~e
bounds, and Blazer center
Johnson added 19 points and
14 rebounds.
UCF was led by Patz for the
third night in a row with 24
points and nine rebounds.
Patz, a sophomore, finished
the tourney with 54 points in
UCF's three games. UCF
senior forward Van Tongeren
was the only Knight named to
the All-Tournament team.
In the consolation game
between McNeese State and
Georgia Southern, McNeese
State prevailed, 59-56, for
third place.
''The team played well,'' '
Sanchez said. "We played a
very satisfying outing and added that, "the· kids played
their hearts out."
Sanchez said he is anticipating playing Valdosta
State again and added that
the Valdosta State game at
UCF Feb. 16 should be a
tremendous
rematch.
The Knights (9-4) play their .
next game Saturday night ~t
7:30 p.m. against Florida International in the UCF gym.

aummts

UC~HS~ Pl1\?ES
J7,95 / 2 for S!J.9!

.. "'-Fast delivery pricJ1ri::ludes '1 OU postage
Send check or m.si,nev .sird_fr to .

RUNNER3 PLATES

P.O. Box 854, Maitland. FL 3275 :

THE HAIR SHOP
'ecision StYle Cµt $8.08

A CONDOMINUM
WE'RE HARD TO FIND

Full Ser"lce , . n

Walk-ln,S Welcome
10509 E. Colonial Dr.

-Our off-the-~ighway location makes
for a unique atmosphere in Winter Park.
-We offer 2 beprooms, 2 baths, pool,
jacuzzi, great ·appliances, and
peace & quiet near U.C.F.

282-1700

(Winp Di•de Center)

Daily 9-5 & Thurs.' .til 8

UNION PARK

V. Rand Saltsgaver, Attorney
.J'ersortfll Injury and Wrongful Death
·
Defective Product Injuries
Criminal Law

REMEMBER, WE'RE HARD TO .
FINQ, SO CALL

Initial c9nsultation
available without charge

' 677-5947

16 West Pine Street

5 o/o Do"WD.

Orlando, Florida (305) 841-0342

WHY PAY
- EXTRA TO A MIDDLEMAN?

No Closing
· Costs.

GO DIRECT TO THE
SPECIALIST WHO DOES THE WORK.

·1111111~1
RADIATOR SPECIALISTS

NEW RADIAT.ORS,
REBUILT RADIATORS,
HEATERS & WAT~R PUMPS
CLEAN & REPAIR RADIATORS &
. GASTANKS
10662 E. Colonial Dr. 2300 N. Park Ave
Maitland
Orlando
644-9327
275-9327
630 itton st
Pine Hills
291-9347

c1

Special Pre-Construction
P.rices from $42,590
Un1vers1ty Blvd

!
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Coioniol Dr
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SR .SQ

7300 Swallow Run, Winter Park 32792
Telephone: (305) 677-5947
MARTEKDEVELOPMENTCO.OFFLORIDA,,INC.
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Machock looking forward
to·state conference season
by Mike Rhodes

tory over Urbana . College.
Dan Faison led the Knights in
The Fighting Knights scoring with 24 points and in
mens' basketball team rebounding with 10. The next
entered the Sunshine State was a 68-50 trouncing of
Conference portion of their Valdosta ·state, who had
season Wednesday with an previously beaten UCF in its
unassuming 3-9 record. But first game of the season.
Coach Chuck Machock and · Larry Gowins led the way for
the team have high hopes for the Knights with 20 points
and 10 rebounds. Most
success.
"I'm confident that we can recently the Knights were
compete in the conference. If point winners over visiting
we play to our potential we Marrimack College, 67-56.
can win." said Machock. He Faison again was leading
went on to say that he s<;orer .w ith 22 points and
beleives that the Knights can leading rebounder with 10.
capture the conference chamThe Citrus Bowl Tournament, held over the
pionship.
Indeed, the mens' progress Christmas break, was not a,
over the past few weeks source of good cheer for the
makes the possibility of a con- Knights, losing to Stetson
ference champiOnship very and the University of Cincinreal. After starting off the nati. Even less conducive to
season losing six st;aight the Christmas spirit was
games, the Knights have re- Coach Machock's obvious
bounded to win three of their disgust with the officiating
last six. Each of these wins crew for the Stetson game.
Machock said that he felt
were solid performances.
-The first was a 63-50 vie- there were many "errors in ofSports editor

ficiating, " and during the
game he was somewhat vocal
on the matter. Unfortunately
for Machock, the officials did
not share the same sentiment,
and after calling three
technical fouls on Machock,
they promptly ejected him. .
The Knights have ~so had
few changes in player personnel. Junior forward Ulyen Coleman, the teams secondleading scorer, and another
forward, Kevin Smith, have
been released from the team.
Coach Machock said that he
belived that it was in the best
interest of the team to release
both. I:Ie refused to elaborate
further. Added to the roster is
freshman Aundre Reid, a sixfoot gu'ard form Atlanta. Reid
averaged 18 points per game
in high school and was an AllState pick.
The men begin their conference season on the road
against Florida Southern and
Isaac McKinnon is fouled by a Merrimack defender while
return home Tuesday to face
shooting.
St. Leo.

Send now
fortheonly
book on crime .
ever written
by a dog!
Get hot
tips on
crime
prevention!

®'

,

.11' ./

Write to:
McGruff™
Crime Prevention Coalition
Box 6600
Rockville, Md. 20850

TAKE ABITE OUT OF

Nissan Regular Bed

THFllR#KI.
llllllll//1811111

Ruler over all!
Tough. Rough. Ready for anything. That's what
Nissan's new King Cab®4x4 is like on the outside. But
from where you sit, it's sheer comfort, with a luxurious
interior that includes standard jump seats and a sliding
rear window. Come see it now! You'd be hard put to
find a truck this major at a price this down to earth.

ONLY $55·5 5.00

~

I

Plus Freight

We have an excellent
selection of used
280ZX sports cars
AND
Sixty "'60'' others
used car's and trucks

NORMAN BROTHERS DATSUN
1983 N. Semoran Blvd. 1 mile North of Hwy 50
between colonial and University ~lvd.

Business
prospers
when people
..
aregtven
' ..

. opporturutles~
Not excuses~
Excuses help no one
Especially !he d1sadvan: ·
1aged Bui 1obsa regood
for everyone Including you
So hire someone whos
never been given a chance
Your local Pnvale lnduslry
Council aided by !he
Na11onal Alliance of
Business can help Call
loll free 800-424-5404.

-~n~,€~~-

lt makes good business sense.

'
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Sports Briefs
Competition begins Monday for the intramural basketball and soccer leagues. For
teams that missed the hearly
sign-up this week, the late entry deadline is Tuesday for
basketball and Wednesday
·
for soccer.
All teams must have a
representative at the captains' meeting and have at
least one referee attend the officials' clinic for their particular sport.
Call 275-2408 for more information, or stop by the
recreational services office.
Individuals desiring to join a
team _are also encouraged to
sign up.

.•.•

Fee

The All-University Intramural Track & Field Meet
will be held Jan. 26 on the
newly lined UCF track. Team
and individual entries are due
at the recreational services office by Jan. 24.

faculty and staff are invited
to join the fitness fun for only
$10.00 per semester. Classes
are offered in Free Exercise
(M, W, F; Ed. MPR), Aerobic
Dance (T, TH; Ed. MPR),
Weight Training for Women
(M, W; dome), and Jogaerobics (T, TH; fitness trail).
A racquetball singles tour- Also, beginning March 19,
nament, with competition in Aqua Dynamics (T, TH; pool).
men's A and Band women's
All classes are from noon to
divisions, will be held on Feb.
1 p.m., with time allotted for
3 and 4 at the UCF courts. changing clothes during the
Entries are due by Feb. 1 at hour. Call x-2408 or stop by
the recreational services of- the Office of Recreational Serfice.
• • •
vices for sign-up and addiThe Recreational Services tional information or simply
noon-time fitness classes are show up at one (or more) of
underway once again and all the classes of your·choice .

•••

I
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bourn, Colbourn will set a fee
and submit it to the Board of
Regents. Colbourn said <he
hopes to submit an athletic
fee plan by Jan. 17 as part of
an overall plan to redu.ce
UCF's athletic budget deficit.
Colbourn is scheduled to present a plan to the BOR on
·
Jan. 26 and 27.
John Goree, vice president
in charge of business affairs,
s_aid the athletic budget
deficit should be about
$649,000 by June, the end of
this fiscal year. Foqtball contributed to 45 percent of the
deficit, and other sports made
up 55 percent of the deficit,
accumulated over the last
three years.
Goree said at the Dec. 14
fee setting committee
meeting that about $1.9
million would be needed for
next year's athletic program
to help reduce the .defidt and
continue its expansion. The
program plans to move to
Division i-AA by 1985.
)

Other sources of revenue
for the program next year,
besides the proposed athletic
fee, would include gate

receipts and donations.
Student body president
Mark Geary said, ''I strongly
support athletics," but will
have to "weigh the costs to
the students against the costs
to the athletic program" in
approving a fee. Geary said

'

Wednesday that he planned
to tell the committee at
Thursday's meeting to, ''sit
back and take time reviewing
the proposals and not to make any rash decisions.'' Geary
appointed four students to
the eight member committee.

I

'

'

'
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Waterbeds

Innerspring
Mattress Sets

starting ·a t $148.00
Complefe Bed
Including Frame,
Ped~stal~ Heater,
Liner, Mattress,
Fill & Drain Kit,
Algaecide &Set
up 8r Delivery

TWIN SIZE King Size

e

FOR Interview Call

331·0066"
Colorado
Prime
Inc.

For more informa·
tion, contact Mike
Rhodes at -275-2601
or come by the
Future off ice.

DON'T SLEEP ON THE FLOOR

$$$ PART TIME $$$
Opportunity to build an
employment record.
e·· Gain valuable job
experience.
,. etwo shifts (10·2), (5-9)
e No selling ··Set appoint·
·ments for ·reprsentatives.
e Training program available
e ALTAMONTESpringsarea

Write a .story
to fill this
space. The
Future needs
sports w·riter.
Be part of a
great team.

Member of Chamber
of Commerce and
Better Business
Bureau (Orlando and
Seminole Counties.)

$44.50

$189.00

Queen Size

Full Size

each piece

$159.00
a set

275-5442 11660 E! CQIOnial Dr.

1

aset -

$59.00

each1 plece

Across From_th~ Point After
UNIVERSITYWATERBED & MATIRESS CO.

Look into the Future
The Future is looking for individuals
qualified in ·the foil owing areas.
Advertising Representatives
•set your own hours
•make good commissions
Typesetters

•
•
Collections
•good com~1mnicator
•big percent of collections
For more .information call 275-2865 or come by the Future Business office .

••
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WINTERIZE YOUR CAR

Good selection
at everyday
low prices

.
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~e.
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COMOCO

CASTROL GTX
10W40 MOTOR OIL

, .AUTOMATIC
SAVE so~ TRANSMISSION FLUID

REMANUFACTURED

ALT~RNATORS
LIFETIME
GUARANTEE

. ~

"7Q P

e
l')

NEAPCO

FOLIR SEASONS

U-JOINTS

HEATER
CONTROL
VALVES -

EVERYDAY
LOW PRICES

THIS WEEK"B
WINNING LICENSE PLATE

_......~•. . - =

EVERYDAY
LOW PRICES

IVERYDAY
LOW PRICES

AS
LOW ASJtt

621 O S. Orange Blossom Trail -859.-6171
541 O Silver Star Road -298-8230
Sunday to Sunday
7:00 am to 11 :00 pm
3098 Aloma Avenue- 677-5488
5687 Curry Ford Road -282-0572 -

WITH EXCHANGE

